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_______________________________________ 
 
The purpose of this study is to describe the consequences that the 1988 Education 
Reform Act has had on child-centredness in teaching in English primary schools. This 
research question was studied by dividing it into smaller research problems, which were 
how the interviewed primary school teachers understood the concept of child-
centredness, did they consider themselves as child-centred and which factors had effects 
on their pedagogy.    
 
The data for the study was collected by interviewing five randomly chosen English 
primary school teachers, who differed from each other in regard to their status and the 
experience they had of the education reform. These semi-structured interviews were 
carried out by using open-ended questions and afterwards transcribed and analysed by 
using classifying and themes.  
 
According to the results, the 1988 Education Reform Act has had a strong impact on 
teaching in the British primary schools. It has caused that teaching has become 
accountable and concentrated on teaching the core-subjects, which are mathematics, 
literature and science, as efficiently as possible. Consequently the teaching of the other 
subjects, which are history, geography, technology, music, art, physical education and 
religious education, has suffered and many child-centred extra-curricular activities have 
been cut down. 
 
The reform has had consequences on teachers pedagogy as they have been, due to the 
accountability, forced to teach as efficiently as possible, which has lead to abandoning 
many child-centred teaching methods. Consequently children were found to struggle as 
it had become very difficult to take the children individually into account in teaching. 
Additionally the national tests, the SATs, carried out at the end of each Key Stage, were 
found stressful, in spite of the fact that teachers attempted to decrease those pressures 
caused by the SATs.  
 
 
The results can provide aspect for developing teaching in Finnish primary education, 
since the results may help understanding the consequences that the adoption of English 
educational practises, e.g. emphasising mathematics and science, testing nationally in 
certain subjects and basing pre-schooling on Act, may have on the child-centredness in 
teaching. 
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________________________________________ 
 
 
Tutkimuksen tarkoituksena oli selvittää, mitä seurauksia vuoden 1988 koulureformilla 
on ollut opetuksen lapsikeskeisyyteen brittiläisillä ala-asteilla. Tätä tutkimusongelmaa 
tarkasteltiin jakamalla se pienemmiksi tutkimuskysymyksiksi, jotka olivat, mitä 
haastatellut ala-asteen opettajat ymmärsivät käsitteellä lapsikeskeisyys, olivatko he 
omasta mielestään lapsikeskeisiä sekä mitkä tekijät vaikuttivat heidän käyttämäänsä 
pedagogiikkaan.  
 
Tutkimuksen aineisto kerättiin haastattelemalla viittä sattumanvaraisesti valittua ala-
asteen opettajaa, jotka erosivat toisistaan aseman sekä sen kokemuksen suhteen, jota 
heillä oli koulutusuudistuksesta. Nämä puoli-strukturoidut haastattelut toteutettiin 
käyttäen avoimia kysymyksiä, jonka jälkeen aineisto litteroitiin ja analysoitiin käyttäen 
luokittelua ja teemoittelua. 
 
Tutkimuksen tulosten mukaan vuoden 1988 koulureformilla on ollut erittäin 
voimakkaita seurauksia opetuksen lapsikeskeisyyteen brittiläisillä ala-asteilla. Sen 
vaikutuksesta opetuksesta on tullut tulosvastuullista toimintaa, joka on keskittynyt 
ydinaineiden, matematiikka, kirjallisuus ja science, mahdollisimman tehokkaaseen 
opettamiseen. Tämän seurauksena muiden aineiden, joita ovat historia, maantieto, 
teknologia, musiikki, kuvaamataito, liikunta ja uskonto, opetus on kärsinyt ja monia 
lapsikeskeisiä opetussuunnitelman ulkopuolisia toimintoja oli leikattu. 
  
Reformilla on ollut vaikutuksia myös opettajien pedagogiikkaan, koska opettajien on 
ollut, tulosvastuullisuudesta johtuen, pakko opettaa mahdollisimman tehokkaasti, mikä 
on johtanut monista lapsikeskeisistä opetusmenetelmistä luopumiseen. Tämän 
seurauksena lasten on todettu kärsivän, koska lasten yksilöllisestä huomioimisesta 
opetuksessa on tullut hyvin vaikeaa. Lisäksi kunkin opetuksen "avain-jakson" lopussa 
toteutettavien valtakunnallisten kokeiden (SATs) koettiin stressaavan lapsia huolimatta 
siitä, että opettajien pyrkimyksistä vähentää näitä kokeiden aiheuttamia paineita. 
  
Tutkimuksen tuloksia voidaan käyttää näkökulmana suomalaisten ala-asteiden 
opetuksen kehittämisessä. Tulokset voivat auttaa ymmärtämään mitä seuraamuksia jo 
Englannista adoptoitujen opetuskäytänteiden, kuten LUMA-projektit, maanlaajuiset 
tasokokeet ja lakiin perustuva esiopetus, käyttämisestä voi olla opetukseen, erityisesti 
sen lapsikeskeisyyteen. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
 
 
The Finnish education system is facing pressures of emphasising the technology 
subjects, e.g. mathematics, information technology and science, in the curriculum in 
order to meet the requirements set by our modern technology-based information society. 
The situation is especially difficult since the Finnish education system hasn't 
experienced similar demands ever before, resulting that we haven't got any experience 
of such situation. 
 
Therefore, it is logical and tempting to follow the example, given by those countries, 
such as England, which have also experienced the industrial pressures to reform 
education and apparently succeeded in it. This appears to be the case, as there is no 
other single reason, which would explain why we have already adopted so many, 
thought fairly moderate, educational practices from England. We emphasise 
mathematics and science in teaching, test nationally in some subjects, and most recently 
have introduced the new Act concerning pre-school teaching, which seems bear 
significant similarities to the English one.  
 
In such situation, it is important to understand the principles of reforming, as the 
English example will show, that if something is to be achieved, it usually happens at the 
expense of something else. This meant in England that thought the 1988 Education 
Reform Act achieved the requirements set mostly by industry, it happened at the 
expense of child-centredness, which meant that era of child-centredness, prevailed from 
the end of World War, came to it's end.  
 
Therefore, from the Finnish point of view, it is important to understand that if we end up 
emphasising the mentioned technological subjects, it may happen at the expense of 
some other important features of our education system, such as child-centredness, the 
fact that teaching in our schools is based on children's needs and that they are 
individually taken care of in teaching. Resulting from that a great caution should be 
exercised in adopting and applying educational practices from other countries, like from 
England, and the possible consequences should be studied properly. In this sense this 
study appears to be very useful and topical.  
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2 CONTEXTUALISATION 
 
 
2.1 The early history of the curriculum in England  
 
One of the first attempts to create a curriculum was the Revised Code of the Newcastle 
Report of 1862 (Moon 1994). It emphasised basic subjects and age related programmes 
of study and was followed three years later by Clarendon Commission investigation, 
which extended the curriculum further, leading to the introduction of mathematics, 
modern languages, and natural sciences (Moon 1994: 174). 
  
In 1868, Taunton Commission introduced a system of creating three different types of 
secondary schools, with distinctive curricula, which was developed to 1904 Act, 
Regulations for Secondary Schools. This plan governed elementary and secondary 
education and required a specified amount of time to be allocated to each subject and 
remained almost unchanged until 1935, when the subjects in question were: “...English 
language, English literature, One language, Geography, History, Mathematics, Science, 
Drawing, Physical exercises and organised games, Singing...” and additionally manual 
instruction for boys and dramatic subjects for girls. (Moon 1994: 174.) 
 
Stressing secondary education caused, however, a countermove to emphasise the 
importance of primary schooling. The Board of Education published the Hadow Reports 
in 1926 and 1932, which emphasised the importance of primary schooling and starting 
from “...the interests of the child and the developmental stage which the child has 
reached.” (Brehony 1990: 110).  
  
2.2 The 1944 Education Act 
 
The 1944 Education Act managed to create a long lasting system of education, as it was 
not changed radically until the 1988 Education Reform Act. It shifted the legal control 
of the curriculum successfully from maintained schools to local education authorities 
and the governors of the Aided schools. This achieved a consensus across the society as 
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it managed to distribute power and responsibilities in a rational way and also reflected 
values and interests, which were perceived as legitimate. (Ranson 1990: 3.) 
 
The 1944 Act was also a child-centred Act. It stated: “...the child is the centre of 
education and that, so far as humanly possible, all children should receive the type of 
education to which they are best adapted.” (HMSO 1943 cited in Ranson 1990: 3-4). 
 
In addition to this, it imposed no statutory requirements to curriculum, but Religious 
Education (Campbell 1993: 21) and all curricular decisions involved were made by 
professional educationists in the spirit of child-centredness (Ranson 1990), which meant 
in practise that it was teachers who exercised much of the power and responsibility over 
the curriculum, as they could decide in co-operation with the headteacher what subjects 
were to be taught, by what means, and how the work should be assessed (Coulby 1989). 
 
Tripartitute -system 
 
The 1944 Act established also the tripartite secondary school and its eleven plus 
assessment –system. This had a strong effect on the upper primary curriculum as the 
pupils had to success in the exams, taken at the age of 11, in order to get into the three 
different secondary schools (Coulby 1989). 
 
2.3 Culmination of the child-centred policy  
 
In the 1960s, the tripartite and its 11- plus assessment system began to erode gradually. 
This abolition of the 11-plus examination helped generate a new approach to curriculum 
organisation and strong advocates were again expressed towards more child-centred 
approach to teaching (Moon 1994).  
 
Especially the Plowden-Report of 1967, which encouraged teachers to use progressive 
teaching methods is considered to have been the culmination of child-centredness. The 
meaning of this report was that it introduced child-centred, progressive teaching, which 
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were widely accepted and secured an institutional base in many primary schools, 
particularly in infants’schools and departments although child-centred pedagogy was 
not used in all of the schools. (Brehony 1990.) 
 
2.4 Black Papers  
 
Soon after the Plowden-report, the educational policy changed again. Increasing 
unemployment especially among young and urban people caused new challenges for the 
educational system, which was consequently strongly criticised by industrialists and 
politicians in both major parties (Coulby 1989). Especially the New Right group, saw 
this as an political opportunity and attacked child-centred education through criticising 
pamphlets, so called Black Papers (Ranson 1990). 
. 
In the first phase (1967-77) the Black Papers criticised the quality of comprehensive 
schooling (Entwistle 1970). Pamphlets declared that the standards were falling and 
claimed that it was the outcome of replacing the IQ -selection and tripartism with 
comprehensive schooling. In addition to these accusations child-centred teaching was 
said to have distracted children from “the three Rs” (reading, writing and arithmetic) 
(Ranson 1990).  
     
In the second phase (1974-84), the emphasis of “attacks”, as Ranson (1990) says, was 
turned into the politicisation of the curriculum and strengthening parents voice in the 
education, which would link educational quality to consumer accountability.  
 
The political debate over educational shortcomings, which were “manufactured” by the 
New Right, Brehony (1990) states, got finally acknowledgement in the Labour Prime 
Minister Callaghan’s Ruskin College speech in 1976. In his speech Callaghan listed 
complaints about the standards of attainment and vocational preparations of school 
leavers and introduced the idea of the “...basic curriculum with universal standards...“ 
(Callaghan 1976 cited in Coulby 1989). He also responded to the industry’s concern 
over losing well educated people to universities by saying that there were need for more 
technological issues in science teaching which would lead towards practical applications 
(Coulby 1989). Significantly, Callaghan also made a comment concerning child-
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centredness. He said: “...the new informal teaching methods...” (progressional), were 
“...dubious in their effects...” in unskilled hands (Callaghan 1976 cited in Coulby 1989).  
 
This phase culminated in the 1980 Education Act, which already heralded the 1988 Act 
as it “...presented parents with extensive information about schools, allowed them 
limited discretion in choosing schools, and strengthened their representation on schools' 
governing bodies.” (Ranson 1990).  
 
The third period of “attacks “, between 1984 and 1988 concentrated on the same issues, 
which the 1980 Act had presented, such as creating a market place in education (Ranson 
1990). The New Right suggested that the education should be based on public choice 
and accountability which also would improve the quality of education as the product 
(education) could, according to New Right, only thrive if it had consumers (parents) 
trust (Ranson 1990).   
 
2.5 Pressures to change educational policy  
 
In addition to the Black Papers there were more and more signs of “...recognisable 
consensus of opinion against the educational establishment” towards the end of 80s, 
which reached across political and social divisions (Maclure 1988: vii). Especially two 
developments had a significant role in turning the opinion favourable for educational 
reform.   
 
 
Teacher's pay dispute: 
 
Firstly, teachers unions had become unpopular and lost their credibility. There had been 
over three years lasting dispute over teachers’ pay which had caused a lot disruption in 
many schools, only result of the fight being the Teachers’ Pay and Conditions Act 
(1987), which caused that teachers were in no condition to resist the attacks against 
professionalism. (Maclure 1988.)  
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Loony-left rebel: 
 
Secondly, the education was considered to be dominated by teachers as “producers”. 
This was basically a consequence of the gap between central and local government was 
getting bigger, which led to a situation, where some local governments wanted to rebel 
against the central government. These “loony-left” local governments decided to do 
some changes to their curriculum involving their own ideas on race, gender and also 
sexual orientation, which hardly made the effect that they sought, but created new 
hostility between central and local governments and confirmed the public opinion about 
teachers as producers and manipulating the educational system. It also raised the 
question of power in education and consequently created an obvious need to 
demonstrate that national political power overrides the local power. (Maclure 1988.)   
 
As a result of this situation, the Secretary of Education, Mr Baker's opening speech in 
the House of Commons on 1. of December 1987, can be seen as an attempt to solve the 
crisis in education. His speech reflected the public opinion towards the reform and 
against teachers as "producers" as he said: ‘The education system has operated for more 
than forty years on the basis of R.A.Butler’s 1944 Act…we need to inject a new vitality 
into that system. It has become producer- dominated.’ (quoted in Maclure 1988: vi). 
 
This political statement finished the development during which the idea of refining the 
responsibility of curriculum, had become from highly controversial idea into a 
commonplace plan, which “…enjoyed a wide measure of political support outside the 
Conservative party.” (Maclure 1988: 9). It was no more a matter whether there should 
be a National Curriculum, but “…of the mechanics of it and the setting of it…the 
attainment targets and methods of assessment.” (Maclure 1988: 8). Finally, in the 1987 
Bill, which followed the series of consultative papers, was published and followed by 
the actual Education Reform Act on 29 July 1988 (Ranson 1990). Moon (1994:172) has 
described the birth of the National Curriculum: 
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“The English, and the Welsh, now have a National Curriculum. In July 
1988, just after year after the publication of a consultation document, the 
Education Reform Bill received Royal Assent and passed on to the statute 
books. The curriculum clauses survived the Commons committee stages 
and vigorous, early morning attacks in the House of Lords, to pass 
unaltered into legislation. The measures represent a remarkable political 
intervention to change the post-war consensus on curriculum control.”  
(Moon 1994: 172) 
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3 THE EDUCATION REFORM ACT AND IT'S EFFECTS ON EDUCATIONAL 
POLICY 
 
3.1 Background 
 
In order to understand the Act, it is necessary to sum up the intentions that the reform 
had. First of all, it concentrated on redistributing the power in education from teachers 
as "producers" to central government and to parents since the local authorities appeared 
to have too much power in education as the loony-left-rebel demonstrated. Secondly, it 
aimed to harness teachers' productivity to accountability via financial delegation. This 
meant that school's popularity would be directly engaged to school's budget. This 
would, at least in theory, lead to professional teachers getting incentives and schools 
competing over each other and "selling" their school to the best advantage. 
Additionally, thirdly it aimed to respond to the industrial requirements; concentrate to 
the basics and raise the standards. 
 
This chapter will be based on Maclure’s book Education Reformed (1988), although the 
actual Education Reform Act was available. The reason for it is that the actual 
Education Reform Act of 1988 is so complicated and incomprehensible that it would 
not be reasonable to use it. Maclure’s book instead is very logical and understandable as 
he intends to write “...a book for lay people by a lay man.” (Maclure 1988: 
Acknowledgement).  The reliability and authenticity have not been affected as Maclure 
uses direct quotations of the Act to summarise the Education Reform Act section by 
section bringing the essential body and the meaning of the curriculum forward.  
 
Due to the focus on child-centredness and limited space, this chapter is only concerned 
of some selected parts of the Education Reform Act highlighting those ones, which have 
obvious connection to the topic. The consequences of the reform will be dealt with in 
further chapters.  
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3.2 Centralising the power  
 
The Act centralised the power in education through giving the Secretary of State the 
ultimate power and legal control of the curriculum (Maclure 1988). The Secretary of 
State became thus only “accountable” to the School Examinations and Assessment 
Council (SEAC), although all the members of the Council were to be nominated by the 
Secretary of State (Maclure 1988).   
 
Empowering the schools  
 
The Act ensured the autonomy of the schools and colleges as the assumption was that 
the more autonomous institutions would be more efficient and achieve higher standards. 
Therefore the Act created a new system, consisting of free, Grant-maintained schools, 
which was directly funded and thus also controlled by the central government (Maclure 
1988).  
 
The Act ordered, through strict regulations, all the Grant-maintained schools, which 
were the county, voluntary and aided schools but not the independent schools, to 
establish a governing body, the Board of Governors, into schools in order to make sure 
that the National Curriculum was implemented (Maclure 1988).  
 
Consequently governors in the schools were given (Section 57) the power to do 
anything which appeared to them to be necessary in connection with, the conduct of the 
school, which applied to the premises, land, staffing and finance (Maclure 1988). 
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3.3 The National Curriculum 
 
First (Section 1 (2)) in the Act is concerned of the general aims for education in all 
maintained schools and of the importance of providing a balanced and broadly based 
curriculum as schools should:  
  
 
• promote the spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical development of   
pupils at the school and of society; and  
• prepare such pupils for the opportunities, responsibilities and experiences of 
adult life.  
           (Maclure 1988: 1) 
 
Section 3 defined the actual curriculum to be followed. In order to respond to the 
accusations of lacking the standards in the basic skills, it defined the three core subjects: 
mathematics, English and science (Maclure 1988), which were to be emphasised. 
Section also defined the foundation subjects: history, geography, technology, music, art, 
physical education and Religious Education (Maclure 1988). 
 
3.4 Assessment  
  
The Act created a new assessment –system based on the standardised assessment tasks, 
(SATs). Teachers were given attainment targets (ATs) in various subjects, which 
reflected “...the knowledge, skills and understanding...” which all pupils of different 
abilities and maturities were expected to have learned by the end of each “Key Stage” 
(at age of 7 and 11 years) and would be then tested in the SATs (Maclure 1988: 2).  
 
The Act obliged every pupil to follow the same curriculum, the only exception in 
application being pupils with special needs. The Secretary of State was given in Section 
19 the right to make regulation to enable the headmaster of any maintained school to 
modify the curriculum of any pupil for a limited period (Maclure 1988). 
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3.5 Empowering parents  
 
Section 22 obliged the local authorities, governors and heads to provide parents 
information about the programmes their children are following and to report regularly of 
their progress Maclure 1988). 
 
Parents were also given (Sections 26-32) the right to choose the school that they want 
their child (-ren) to attend (Maclure 1988). The maintained schools in turn were  obliged 
to accept as many pupils as possible in regard to the “standard number of places”, which 
was based on the 1979 entry number of the particular school (Maclure 1988).  
 
3.6 Finance and Staff      
 
3.6.1 Control of the funding 
 
According to Maclure (1988), the most essential reason for the changes in the law was 
to make local authorities obliged to distribute funds to secondary and larger (over 200 
pupils) primary schools. In schools, in turn, the governing bodies were obliged to 
control the budget (Section 36). Governors were, however, allowed to delegate the 
powers to the head (Maclure 1988).   
 
3.6.2 Per capita -funding 
 
The Section 38 had a significant meaning as it made schools accountable. It defined that 
the aggregated budget, the part of the general budget which was distributed to schools 
under the delegation scheme, was based on the number of pupils (Maclure 1988). This 
scheme of funding may be altered in order to take the other factors affecting to the 
needs of individual schools into the account (Section 38(3)) (Maclure 1988).  
 
3.6.3 Other funding  
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Although most of the funding was provided by per capita, the grant-maintained schools 
were also entitled to continue receiving certain services from the local authority, such as 
making payments for board and lodging, providing home-to-school transport and 
providing clothing for pupils (Maclure 1988). 
 
Section 38(4) also excluded some funding from per capita- scheme, such as all capital 
items, all debt charges, all funds received from under specific grants from the central 
government, and other items of expenditure related to authority-wide services like 
psychological service and advisory and inspection services (Maclure 1988).  
 
Some of the funding is provided by governmental grants (Section 79) such as funding 
for running costs. Section also stated that some specific grants can provided by the 
Secretary of State concerning for example in-service training or similar programmes 
(Maclure 1988).  
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4 CHILD-CENTREDNESS  
 
4.1 History and the theory of child-centredness   
 
The early history of child-centredness in education goes back to ancient Greece as one 
of the earliest references to this philosophy is Plato’s description: "Let your children’s 
education take the form of play" (Entwistle 1970: 11).  
 
Aristotle’s “Growth Metaphysic“ represented already more developed idea of education. 
His idea was that children, if allowed to do so, will grow into the “educated state” and 
further, which results of an original urge, impulsion and principle, which is seen to be 
inside of the individual (Clark 1988).  
 
The concept of “childhood” as a romantic concept was not actually born until in the 
beginning of the 1700s, when child was positioned as vulnerable, dependent and 
segregation demanding from the adult activities (Baker 1988).  
 
  
Rousseau 
 
Rousseau (1712-1778) developed the idea of child-centredness further. He developed a 
philosophy called Naturalism (Kerry & Eggleston 1994) in his famous book Emile, in 
which he agreed with Aristotelian view of “Growth Metaphysic” by stating that children 
had capacity, internal power to “unfold toward perfectibility” although he realised that 
the child could get “corrupted” by the processes of civilisation, which made people 
dependent on each other and diverted their desires to material rather than physical 
necessities (Baker 1998: 158). Rousseau also understood the phasial nature of child’s 
development. He declared: "…nature wants children to be children before they are 
men…" and "...nature provides for the child’s growth in her own fashion and this should 
be never thwarted." (Rousseau 1762 quoted in Kerry & Eggleston 1994: 189 and in 
Fisher 1996: 30, my emphasis).  
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Rousseau realised the importance of first-hand experiences in learning and created new 
methods of learning, which later became known as topic work and discovery learning: 
"[the child] ...should not be taught science, let him discover it." (Rousseau 1762 quoted 
in Kerry & Eggleston 1994: 189).  
  
Rousseau’s philosophy had important consequences. It inspired educationists into 
pedagogical discourse especially in Germany where it can be viewed to have 
contributed to the foundation of the first common schools (Baker 1998). It also provided 
basis for further development, which was done by such educationists as Pestalozzi, 
Froebel, Montessori and Dewey.  
 
 
Pestalozzi 
 
Pestalozzi (1742-1827) adopted Rousseau’s essential principles of pedagogy and 
developed them through research into reflective methods of fostering learning at his 
own practice in Yverdon (Baker 1998). He believed that each child learns at his or her 
own way: “…drawing on direct experience through reflection fostered by the teacher, 
through discussion and reconstruction and problems based on children’s developing 
interests.”(Adelman 2000: 105). 
  
Consequently, Pestalozzi introduced many of the methods, which are commonly used in 
today’s schools, such as simultaneous teaching, group discussions and peer tutoring 
(Adelman 2000). He also used “object lessons” to encourage pupils to discuss about the 
apparent qualities of everyday objects (Adelman 2000).  
 
 
Froebel 
 
Unlike Pestalozzi, Froebel (1782-1852) sought formal theory of education, which would 
meet philosophical criteria-metaphysics, logic and pragmatic (Adelman 2000). He 
adopted mainly Pestalozzi’s theories of education, but due to his writings is considered 
to have influenced more to the formation and principles of child-centredness (Adelman 
2000). These principles were educating the whole person in the integral way and using 
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the play for capturing and sustaining their interest (Adelman 2000). Froebel said: 
"Therefore, education in instruction and training, originally and in its first principles, 
should necessarily be passive, following (only guarding and protecting) not prescriptive, 
categorical, interfering" (Froebel 1907: 7 quoted in Clark 1988: 80). 
 
 
Montessori 
 
Maria Montessori (1870-1950) was an Italian doctor and educationist, who is also 
considered to have influenced into the embodiment of child-centred pedagogy. She 
believed that an individual child was almost wholly a psycho-physiological entity, 
individuality being “...only a chain of signifiers characteristic of child-centred 
discourse…liberty, freedom and development" (Brehany 2000:117).  
 
Montessori developed her methods while working with children with special needs and 
applied them later to normal children (Brehany 2000). Her theory was that children 
prefer to work, if they are only given right materials in the right environment. Therefore 
it was important that teachers observed children in order to know what their 
spontaneous activity was and to provide a range of materials to the child so he/she could 
perfect skills in a “self-disciplined” way toward “...most favourable development of the 
entire individuality." (Montessori 1912: 104 quoted in Brehany 2000: 117; Blishen 
1969).  
 
 
Dewey 
 
American John Dewey (1959-1952) contributed child-centredness by introducing 
“topic-work”. He re-interpreted Rousseau’s philosophy of natural and spontaneous 
activities believing that they could be directed to educational ends and is best done 
through problems of the children’s own devising (Kerry & Eggleston 1994). 
Consequently he advocated “the scientific approach”: children pursuing their own 
studies and solving problems through speculating, observing, gathering information and 
testing out guesses and hypotheses (Kerry & Eggleston 1994: 189). This "project 
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method" included also the idea of children working at their own pace whilst teacher 
more consulting that teaching (Kerry & Eggleston: 1994).  
 
 
Piaget 
  
Jean Piaget (1896-1980) created a theory of child’s psychological development, which 
is a corner stone of child-centred theorising. This development is based on stages, which 
are: 
  
0-2 years  sensor-motor stage 
2-7 years  pre-operational stage 
7/8- 11/12  concrete operational stage 
11/12- 15 years logical or formal reasoning stage.  
 
(Kerry & Eggleston 1994: 192)   
     
According to Kamii (1974), who has studied Piaget’s theories, three significant 
principles of teaching can be drawn from Piaget’s work.  
 
First principle concerns the view of learning being an active process, because 
“…knowledge is a construction within.” (Kamii 1974: 199). Kamii (1974: 200) argues 
that instead of freeing a child from a teacher’s restricting contribution, “…teaching is 
still considered a matter of presenting the material to be learned and reinforcing the 
correct answers that the learner gives back to the teacher”. Kamii (1974) says also that 
even in discovery learning pupils usually discover, what the teacher wants them to 
discover.  
 
The second principle is about the importance of social interaction among children in 
school. Piaget said that although for intellectual development the co-operation with 
adults is important, it is equally important that children co-operate with other children 
with similar cognitive levels, as it helps in escaping his own egocentricity and in seeing 
the relativity of perspectives (Kamii 1974). 
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The third principle recommends basing intellectual activity on actual experiences rather 
than on language (Kamii 1974). Kamii (1974: 201) says that although language is 
important, it is necessary for the formation of child’s thinking to go through one after 
another, which means concerning primary school that “…concrete operations prior to 
using words…[formal reasoning]”. Despite this, Kamii (1974) criticises, emphasis is 
still on words as teachers are expecting correct answers, which is against the way how 
pre-operational child thinks.  
 
 
Vygotsky 
 
In comparison to Piaget, Lev Vygotsky’s theory of child’s cognitive development is 
based on two levels, the present level and the potential one (Fisher 1996). According to 
this theory (Fisher 1996) teachers’ role “…is to encourage children to do without help 
what they can do only at present with help.” Therefore, teachers have a crucial role to 
“scaffold” children in order to keep their work in the “zone of proximal development”, 
Fisher (1996: 31) says.  
 
 
4.2 Child-centred education in the UK 
 
4.2.1 Beginning of child-centredness 
 
It was not until 1960s, when child-centredness began to have impact in Britain. Some 
primary school teachers had been sent to Italy to attend Montessori training courses in 
the beginning of the 20th century, but as HMI (Her Majesty's Inspectorate) inspected 
these Montessori schools later, finding them lacking, the public opinion of child-
centredness remained negative (Brehany 2000). 
 
In 1931 the Board of Education published the Hadow Report, which heralded that the 
time for child-centredness was about to change. It reflected enlightened humanism that 
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had been gaining place in the discussions of the education of the young children. It said: 
“…the curriculum of the primary school is to be thought of in terms of activity and 
experience, rather than knowledge to be acquired and facts to be stored” (Board of 
Education 1931, p. 93 quoted in Pollard et al 1994b: 11). In addition to this, the report 
emphasised also the importance of developing aesthetic sensitivity, oral expression, 
manual skills and teaching topics rather than separate subjects.  
  
The 1944 Education Act left primary teachers in control and relatively child-centred. 
There was no “… statutory requirement for the inclusion of any subject in the school 
timetable, except that of religious education.” (Chitty 1993: 1). This enabled an 
individualistic curriculum, which among other things lead to the weakening of the 
central control and supported strongly teachers autonomy through 50s and 60s (Pollard 
et al 1994b) and drew the attention to the curriculum. “We hardly discuss what is taught 
...we treat the curriculum as though it were a subject… We could with advantage 
express views on what is taught.“ (Minister of Education, Sir David Eccles in 1960, 
quoted in Pollard et al 1994b:12).  
 
The 1960s was time of change. The tripartite and its eleven plus -assessment system 
was gradually being eroded, which “…helped generate a new approach to curriculum 
organisation.” Moon (1994: 174-175). Some schools, like West Riding in Yorkshire and 
Edith Moorhouse in Oxfordshire adopted child-centred methods and became famous for 
it (Moon 1994). This influenced the public opinion, which was also affected by the 
child-centred official report, the Plowden Report (1967) (Fisher 1996).  
 
The Plowden Report “rediscovered” primary schools (Chitty 1993). It supported 
strongly child-centred approach declaring that individualisation was the most important 
principle in the educational process and therefore all “educational strategy and tactics” 
should be built around it (Chitty 1993: 6). It also pointed out the unpredictable nature of 
human development and judged the categorisation and streaming, which meant teaching 
in ability based groups (Chitty 1993: 6), a principle which caused radical changes into 
pedagogical ideology in primary schools. As a consequence it encouraged teachers to 
use progressive teaching methods, which also gained a lot of reputation and interest by 
international educators (Brehany 1990).  
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4.2.2 Post-Plowden Education  
 
The Plowden –report was the culmination of child-centred educational ideology. 1970s 
brought “...rapid and far-reaching changes...” to primary schools' operating conditions. 
Enrolment figures were falling, schools were in financial crisis and the political 
consensus prevailed over educational matters was coming to it's end. Consequently, the 
educational system became vulnerable to critic, an opportunity, which was effectively 
utilised by a political party, the New Right (Brehany 1990: 111). Since that, until the 
New Act, the history of primary schooling has been “a story of the decline of child-
centred progressivism and the inexorable rise of the ideas of the Black Paperites and 
their successors ...of the New Right.” (Brehany 1990: 111). 
 
4.3 Definition of child-centredness 
 
4.3.1 Child-centred philosophy 
 
According to Siraj-Blatchford & Siraj-Blatchford (1995) child-centred approaches are 
based on “essential” respect and empathy for children in which childhood is viewed as a 
distinct stage in life, not merely as a preparation for the world of adulthood (Siraj-
Blatchford & Siraj-Blatchford 1995)  
 
4.3.2 Teacher's role in child-centred pedagogy  
 
In spite of teaching starting from the child (Fisher 1996), teachers have an important 
role in learning as a "reflective agent" Pollard (1993: 35) states and points out that it is 
this adult who “…provides meaningful and appropriate guidance and extension to the 
cognitive structuring and skill development arising from the child’s initial experiences.  
 
This means in practice that teacher’s role is to organise, provide resources, help learners 
in their planning, work with single learners or groups and keep records of learners 
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activities and the time of use ( Rothenberg 1989: 73) cited in Gage & Berliner 1992: 
243)  Pollard (1993) reminds however that the ideal model of learning should not be 
confused with entirely open child-centredness, as children can be made aware of the 
constrains, such as the National Curriculum requirements and involve them into a 
discussion about how the aims might be best achieved (Pollard 1993).  
 
4.3.3 Child-centred curriculum   
 
According to Fisher (1996), child-centred curriculum starts from the child, rather than 
expecting the child to start from the curriculum. Fisher (1996) also refers to Piaget and 
describes and says that it is a developmental curriculum, which is built on child’s needs. 
 
Sinclair-Taylor & Costley (1995) emphasise the importance of providing cross-
curricular skills such as communication, numeracy, study skills, problem-solving skills, 
personal and social skills and information technology handling skills as they provide 
pupils the basic tools for coping with other aspects in schooling and in life in general as 
well. They argue also that these cross-curricular themes contain ideas and strategies 
which provide the “widest range“ to children how to learn to take responsibility for 
themselves and how to make choices in preparation for adult life (ibid.: 27).  
 
4.3.4 Teaching methods 
 
The child-centred approach acknowledges that all children, learners are individuals and 
have therefore their individual needs and different starting points in learning which have 
to be taken into account in the learning process (Campbell 1993; Epstein 1995).  
 
Therefore teaching is based on children’s interests as a starting point for learning, 
because it is believed that understanding can only be constructed in the mind of the 
learner. Children are encouraged to learning by discovery, research and through first –
hand experiences (Campbell 1993) to make them motivated by the subject matter and to 
allow them an opportunity to try things out and learn from mistakes in a secure and 
supportive atmosphere. 
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Consequently learners are allowed to take “significant control” over the learning 
process in regard to choosing their activities, materials and learning environment 
(Rothenberg ,1989 :73 cited in Gage & Berliner 1992; Pollard 1993). They are also 
allowed to move around freely and use as much time as they want.  
 
Play is highly valued process in child-centred teaching. Fisher (1996: 107) says: 
“...there is no question of the importance of play in early childhood education.” as 
children will gain through play their “...knowledge and understanding of science, maths, 
history and any other of the National Curriculum subjects.”.   
 
4.3.5 Assessment  
 
Assessment is based on “teacher’s observations and de-emphasised formal testing” 
(Rothenberg 1989: 73 cited in Gage & Berliner 1992: 243) which provides teacher 
information of children’s development and needs which is necessary for teacher in order 
to be able to provide appropriate adult support needed (Pollard 1993) .  
 
4.4 Evaluating child-centredness 
 
According to Gage & Berliner (1992) there are two main lines in evaluating open-
education (child-centredness). They say that some critics, like Skinner base their critic 
on the general philosophical aspects and psychological theories whereas some others 
base their critic on comparing the results of open-education with those of traditional 
education (Gage & Berliner 1992).  
 
There are however some problems related to this comparing as Gage & Berliner (1992) 
and Entwistle (1970) have identified. Firstly, there isn’t “clear-cut” definition of open-
education and child-centredness and secondly child-centred is a quite subjective notion 
and is therefore difficult to measure in regard to its implementation. 
  
Some researchers have tried to overcome the problems of measuring the degree of 
implementation by dividing open education into a set of characteristics, which appear in 
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varying degrees in different programs. Giagonia & Hedges (1982) divided open-
education to: 
 
• Role of the child (degree of activity in learning) 
• Diagnostic evaluation (use of work samples and observations, but seldom tests, 
to guide instruction) 
• Materials to manipulate. 
• Individualised instruction (adjustion rate, methods, and materials; using small-
group methods) 
• Multi-age grouping of students (two or more grades housed in the same area). 
• Open space (flexible use of areas and activity- centers; no interior walls; flexible 
seating). 
• Team teaching (two or more teachers sharing planning and instruction of the 
same students; use of parents’ ass teaching aides).  
 
 
4.4.1 The advantages of the child-centredness 
 
Academic skills  
 
According to Giagonia & Hedges (1982: 73) cited in Gage & Berliner (1992: 243), 
some features of child-centredness such as materials to manipulate and team teaching 
were found to be in connection to higher academic achievements.  
 
Child-centred topic work also provides opportunity of understanding the nature of 
knowledge (Kerry & Eggleston 1994). This means that children are given a good 
opportunity to notice how basic skills such as reading, writing and numeracy can be 
used in order to achieve some wider ends.   
 
Non-academical skills  
 
As mentioned, child-centred cross-curricular skills provide pupils the basic tools for 
coping with other aspects in schooling and in life in general and teach them how to learn 
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to take responsibility for themselves and how to make choices in preparation for adult 
life (Sinclair Taylor & Costley 1995).  
 
Additionally, Giagonia & Hedges (1982: 73) cited in Gage & Berliner (1992: 243) have 
found that such child-centred features as child's active role in learning, the use of 
diagnostic evaluation, the presence of materials to manipulate, the use of individual 
instruction and multi-age grouping were found to have increased effects on self-concept, 
creativity and positive attitude towards school 
 
4.4.2 Drawbacks of the child-centredness  
 
Demanding to teach 
 
According to Gage & Berliner (1992) “open-education” programs are much more 
demanding than more traditional methods of instruction. They cite Rothenberg (1989) 
who states, “Teaching in an open classroom, even in the best circumstances is very 
demanding, perhaps far more than in a traditional classroom.”  
 
Child-centred teaching requires constant planning, continuous innovation, a sensitive 
system of monitoring children’s performance and well-developed skills in maintaining 
order without being authoritarian (Rothenberg 1989: 73 quoted in Gage & Berliner 
1992: 243). This all requires a lot of energy and commitment, which is difficult even for 
trained and experienced teachers (Rothenberg 1989: 73 quoted in Gage & Berliner 
1992: 243).     
 
Gage & Berliner (1992) have questioned if child-centred methods are ineffective or 
even harmful for children from low-income homes. According to them these methods 
may also over-emphasise “the experiential aspects” of integrated day, which mess the 
curriculum.    
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Limited content  
 
Child-centred teaching methods have been blamed for failing to provide the basic skills 
of 3Rs (reading, writing and arithmetics). Entwistle (1970) says that it is believed that 
the average man does not possess these skills as competently as he once did. Child-
centred teaching approach is also believed to have effect on pupils’ ambition, as they 
are said to be content with the second best (Entwistle 1970: 14) 
 
 
False image and egocentrism  
 
As child-centredness emphasises happiness in schools, it has also been accused for 
ignoring the essentially tragic character of human life (Entwistle 1970). It is said that 
too free education can “…dispose the child towards an unhealthy, egocentric view of 
experience.” (Entwistle 1970:16), which can cause that children become unwilling to 
accept reasonable authorities, such as parents, priests, teachers, and others.  
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5 THE EDUCATION REFORM ACT AND IT'S CONSEQUENCES ON CHILD-
CENTREDNESS IN PRIMARY EDUCATION  
 
5.1 Terminology  
 
Before considering the consequences that the Education Reform Act (ERA) has had on 
child-centredness, it is necessary to make the difference between terms “effect” and 
“consequence”. Term ‘effect’ is used in this study to refer to the immediate impact that 
the National Curriculum had on education. Term ‘consequence’ in turn is used to refer 
to the consequent impact particularly on child-centredness and education that was not 
planned when the National Curriculum was being planned by Task Group on 
Assessment and Testing (TGAT) nominated by the government.  
 
The effects were basically the ones which were planned. The ERA was designed to 
raise standards through introducing a National Curriculum and especially the core 
subjects maths, English and Science as schools were blamed to lack “the basics”. It 
created quasi-market situation on education through decreasing producers (teachers) 
power and increasing customers (parents) power over education. This happened 
through introducing an open enrolment and a new evaluative assessment system, SATs, 
which made teachers accountable and offered the results of SATs, the league tables, 
which parents could use as basis for their decision in choosing the school for their 
child(ren).  
 
This quasi-market situation had various effects. It didn’t only make teachers and 
schools accountable but it also made school to compete against each other over funding 
and resources. Thus the Act had created a situation, where the government could 
“...define the desired out-comes of education...” and made sure that the attainment 
targets in curriculum were attained in the most efficient way (Gewirtz 1997). 
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5.2 Educational research of the implementation of the National Curriculum  
 
The Education Reform Act with it's consequences on different areas in education, is 
widely researched subject in England. It's consequences on child-centredness have also 
been researched. The topic was however usually approached from the aspect of the 
National Curriculum and the empirical studies, which approached the child-centredness 
purely from the aspect of ERA, hardly existed. This didn't however matter, as the ERA's 
consequences in literacy were in practice almost entirely based on the curricular aspects.  
This study concentrates on two major empirical researches, the PACE-project and 
Hillview-project, which were generally used as sources when dealing with the aspects 
of child-centredness.  
 
 
PACE -project 
 
Primary Assessment, Curriculum and Experience (PACE) project was carried out by the 
PACE-team, which consisted of Abbott, Broadfoot, Croll, Osborn and Pollard. The aim 
of the project was to provide comprehensive documentation of the effects that the 
National Curriculum had on primary schools by using regular observation of a national 
sample of infant classrooms and discussions with teachers and pupils. The PACE team 
visited nine schools where they observed children and groups carrying out SATs and 
also interviewed their teachers about the experience. In addition to this the PACE-team 
used open-ended questionnaires, which were sent to Year 2 teachers in 48 primary 
schools and headteachers gave open-ended comments on their experiences.(Broadfoot 
1991: 1.)  
 
Hillview-project  
 
The Hillview –project was an ethnographic research of an English primary school, 
called by the pseudonym ‘Hillview’ (Acker 1997:35). The researcher, Sandra Acker, 
describes the Hillview being an inner city, Church of England school, which contained 
about 200 children from age 4 to 11 (Acker 1997: 48). The school had “...considerable 
diversity among the children in both social and ethnic term.” (Acker 1997: 48) and 
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seven classes taught by headteacher, deputy headteacher and eight other teachers (Acker 
1997: 48).   
 
5.3 Pedagogical consequences  
 
5.3.1 Content of the curriculum  
 
Balance between the core and foundation – subjects  
 
As anticipated (Pollard 1993) the emphasisation of core subjects imposed by the 
National Curriculum shifted the balance away from the other, foundation, subjects, 
which had traditionally been seen as important part of infants daily activities (Pollard 
1993)  
 
Although the National Curriculum was promised to broaden and balance the curriculum, 
it turned out to be impossible as the core subjects took at least half of the timetable, 
which left at the very most about fifteen minutes per day for each of the other subjects 
and Religious Education (RE) (Campbell 1993). Consequently many of the these 
affective (Acker 1997) and expressive subjects, like art, PE, music and technology were 
ruled out, as they were considered to demand too much time (Campbell 1993: 21). 
Additionally some teachers said that drama and dance were cut down (Torrance 1991).  
 
This imbalance of the curriculum is confirmed by the results from the PACE- study, in 
which the figures of 1990 were compared with the figures of 1992, with following 
results. In every core-subjects, at least 60% of teachers said that they taught had 
increased their teaching of those subjects from 1990 to 1992, whereas the same figures 
for foundation subjects indicated decrease as the figures were: history (34 %), 
geography (36%), art (30 %), and music (30%) (Pollard 1993: 42). 
 
PACE-study involved also interviews with children. They were asked of their favourite 
activities, which actually turned out to be the most creative and beneficial subjects for 
the development of the whole person, namely PE, painting, home corner play, sand, 
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stories and construction. Children were also asked of the activities they hated, which 
turned out to be emphasised in the National Curriculum as they were: writing, maths, 
reading with teacher and science (Pollard, 1993).  
 
 
Cross- curricular and extra-curricular activities 
 
Pollard (1993) has argued that the primary education should not be only about academic 
achievement but it should also develop the person and take the social development of 
children into account. This role has traditionally been associated to cross-curricular and 
extra-curricular activities which now are also affected, as Fisher (1997) says that the 
cross-curricular and topic-works were constrained by the whole school planning 
required by the National Curriculum. 
 
Also the extra-curricular activities have been cut down, as Gewirtz (1997: 227) reports 
that there is “decline in organic extra-curricular activity” because teachers are so 
“squeezed dry” for the paperwork of reports related to assessment and monitoring. 
Acker (1997) also reports that other traditional school activities were being squeezed 
out, as teachers felt that they had no energy left to organise non-academic activities such 
as concerts, Christmas shows and other celebrations.  
 
5.3.2 Teaching 
 
Increased requirements and loss of contact time with children  
 
The imposed requirements of record keeping and assessment (SATs) caused frustration 
and even anger among many teachers because they feared that the “...undesirable, time-
consuming, bureaucratic paper-pushing…” (Broadfoot et al. 1991 :160) would ‘take 
over from real teaching’, which they considered to be planning and preparing lessons, 
interacting and responding to children, and marking and displaying works (Pollard 
1993:38, Gewirtz. 1997: 225). One teacher interviewed in PACE-research described: 
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...If we collect all the National Curriculum documents and are supposedly 
implementing them as it’s stated, I feel you might as well stop breathing, 
because are we going to be able to cope? And if we do cope, in what way will 
we be coping?… I’d hate to get to the point where I think. ‘I must do that do-
day’ and ‘I’m sorry if Emma comes crying but she’s just got to sit and do it 
because the law says I must be doing it’. (Pollard 1993: 38)  
 
 
Need for effective teaching methods 
 
As the National Curriculum aimed to raise standards, especially in regard to the “basics” 
(core subjects) teachers were forced to use the most effective teaching methods in order 
to be able to cover the wide range of attainment targets (ATs), especially in core-
subjects. This had unavoidable consequences on the child-centredness, because 
according to researchers’ findings (Bennett 1976; Bassey 1978; Galton et al 1980; 
Alexander 1984) child-centred teaching methods were considered to be less effective 
than traditional ones as they were claimed to emphasise affective aims at the expense of 
teaching cognitive aims.  
 
Changing pedagogy  
 
As a result of having been forced to change their pedagogy teachers felt that they had 
now less freedom in their choice of teaching methods than previously (Broadfoot 1991). 
In addition to this 77 % of teachers in 1990 PACE- interviews said that there had been 
some degree of change in teaching organisation while 23 % said that their approach had 
changed very much (Pollard 1993). 
 
The direction of the change in teaching methods was able to be seen from the interviews 
carried out by PACE-team in years 1990 and 1992. In 1990 interviews over 70 per cent 
of teachers had described that they used mixed teaching methods, while 5.7 % said that 
they used traditional / formal methods and 22.7 % child-centred methods. These figures 
changed radically by the 1992. Teachers were still using most of all the mixed methods 
(72%), but only 16.1% used child-centred methods, whereas the number of teachers 
using traditional methods had almost doubled (10.8%) (Pollard et al 1994c). 
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Neglecting the importance of play 
 
Fisher (1996) has emphasised the importance of play in the early childhood and 
reminded that it plays a significant role in gaining knowledge and understanding 
science, maths, history and any other of the National Curriculum subjects.  
 
Interestingly the importance of play in reception classes had been acknowledged even in 
the National Curriculum and teachers are actually encouraged to use play in the process 
of learning, but paradoxically there is no time left for play since there is so much to 
“cover” in the curriculum. (Fisher 1996: 62). 
 
 
Changes in the teaching organisation  
 
Teachers seemed to respond to the pressures of the National Curriculum and assessment 
by adapting tighter classroom control and using more group or whole-class activities in 
the classroom (Pollard 1993: 39). Half of the teachers in PACE-research reported that 
they used that they emphasised ‘group-based’ work and 34% emphasised ‘whole-class’ 
work (Pollard 1993: 38), which means that at most 16 % used child-centred individual 
work forms. Paradoxically many teachers felt that they should do more individual work, 
but the time pressure generated by the demands of the National Curriculum and 
assessment processes did not allow this (Pollard 1993).  
 
 
Child-centred mediating  
  
As a consequence of the fact that teachers felt that the requirements imposed by the 
curriculum were “...in fundamental conflict with deeply held professional convictions 
concerning how best it provide for the learning of young children.”(Pollard et al 1994a: 
4) they refused to be passive victims of some monolithic piece of state machinery.  
Consequently some teachers tried “to accept and internalise” the National Curriculum 
(Osborn 1997) in a way that suited their beliefs and enabled them to protect children 
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and preserve what they consider to be the best of their practice (Osborn et al 1997). 
They developed new mediative strategies to “...reconcile external demands with their 
beliefs in professional autonomy and with the practicalities of the working 
situation...”(Osborn et al 1997: 53)  
 
 
Strategies of mediating  
 
These strategies varied a lot. Osborn et al (1997: 56) says teachers had adopted new 
coping strategies “…in response to change, ranging from compliance (complete 
acceptance), through incorporation (fitting the changes in to means of working), 
mediation, and retreatism (dropping out of teaching or submission to change without 
any fundamental change in values) to resistance.  
 
 
Protective mediators were particularly concerned about the effect of external directives 
such as SAT requirements, time pressure to cover a vast curriculum and the pressures of 
assessment procedures on children (Osborn et al 1997). These teachers were determined 
to maintain and protect their good relationship with children as it was threatened by the 
pressures of covering broad and prescriptive curriculum. They emphasised the 
importance of maintaining the spontaneity and the ability to respond children’s interests, 
even if it did not involve any attainment targets (Osborn et al 1997).  
 
Teachers at Key Stage 1 were worried about the stress and the anxiety that the SATs 
might cause. To protect children from the stress, they disguised the SATs as fun and 
normal part of classroom life and also avoided making any overt reference to SATs and 
asked parents to do the same (Osborn et al 1997). These strategies seemed to be very 
successful since only few 7-year-old had understood that testing had taken place and 
had actually enjoyed the activities, Osborn et al (1997) reports.  
 
At Key Stage 2 teachers had to create some other strategies as disguising would not 
work with older children. Teachers organised mock-exams, during the year, in which 
the pupils were taught the test skills required, such as reading questions carefully, 
allowing adequate time for each question (Osborn et al 1997).     
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Innovative mediators tried to develop creative and innovative ways of working with the 
requirements of the National Curriculum framework (Osborn 1997). They felt it 
necessary to first internalise all the statutory requirements and “...make them part of 
their thinking...” or as one teacher described, “ ...let it sink into your skin and come out 
as professional judgement.” (Osborn et al. 1997: 59-60). These teachers felt that they 
had worked very hard at mixing the requirements of the National Curriculum and their 
own beliefs and philosophy of what they think is good early years practise, including 
giving children first hand experiences and the change to discover things and keep 
teaching very lively (Osborn et al 1997) 
 
Consequently, these teachers felt that they had not lost much and they often felt that the 
National Curriculum had complemented and enhanced their skills, as it had provided 
them with a focused framework and thus allowed them to concentrate on creative 
methods of covering the content (Osborn et al 1997). 
 
 
Collaborative mediators responded to the pressures, of covering, not only the breadth 
but also the depth, especially at the higher end of the primary school, at Years 5 and 6 
(Osborn et al 1997). A study of 1993 (Osborn and Black) revealed that teachers had 
made informal arrangements to mediate the effects of the overloaded curriculum.  
 
In practise they had swapped and shared the teaching of certain activities and subject 
areas, in which one felt confident or had particular expertise in an area, where the other 
felt less confident (Osborn et al 1997). In some schools for example, one teacher taught 
science for the other’s class, while the other taught PE and gymnastics, whereas in some 
other school a higher language and reading skills were swapped with maths (Osborn et 
al 1997).  
 
Teacher in the PACE study reported in 1995 that they had made similar arrangements, 
where music and drama were swapped with technology, PE with science and 
technology and art with music and science... The result was, in spite of slimming down 
the curriculum, that teachers found greater degree of satisfaction in teaching (Osborn 
1997).  
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Conspiratorial mediators adopted more resisting view. Osborn et al (1997), writes that 
in some schools in the PACE -sample, particularly at inner-city schools, 
“...collaboration had taken a more subversive form…”. These teachers worked together 
and supported one another in resisting the aspects of the National Curriculum that were 
felt to be particularly inappropriate for the children. (ibid, .63.)  
 
In practise, teachers ignored some subjects. Osborn (1997) refers to one school where 
teachers decided to ignore history and geography programmes of study, except when 
they fitted naturally into the topics related to core subjects. Later, in 1995 in the same 
school the Year 2 teachers of the same school decided not to carry out the SATs, 
although they had agreed to use the SAT material in their teaching while using their 
own assessment of children (Osborn et al 1997). This action of “conspiracy” had also 
the wider support of other schools, which similarly refused to implement SATs (Osborn 
et al 1997). 
 
Some schools also conspired against feared OFSTED (Office For Standards in 
Education) inspections. Teachers were of the opinion that such inspections represent 
one of the most “...strict attempts to control teacher’s work...” and therefore conspired 
to mediate this by strategic compliance and impression management both before and 
during the visit in order to be seen by the inspectors to be complying with Ofsted 
criteria (Osborn et al 1997: 63).     
 
5.3.3 Learning 
 
Suitability of the “secondary curriculum” for young children  
 
Many educationists have expressed their doubts of the suitability of the National 
Curriculum to young children. Pollard (1993) for example argues that the National 
Curriculum has been generated by the policy-makers on the basis of what the society 
requires young children to acquire, rather than understanding how children learn and 
taking social and personal development or different patterns of social factors into 
account (Siraj-Blatchford & Siraj-Blatchford 1995; Pollard 1993).  
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Siraj-Blatchford & Siraj-Blatchford (1995) criticise the content to be learnt. They 
emphasise that children are active learners and therefore need a more holistic 
framework of a curriculum than the National Curriculum provides at the moment. They 
also emphasise that young children should have social activities where new skills and 
understandings are gained through interaction with both adults and their peers and more 
cross-curricular elements. (Siraj-Blatchford & Siraj-Blatchford 1995).  
 
Siraj-Blatchford & Siraj-Blatchford (1995) remind that even the youngest children come 
into school with understandings, skills, knowledge and attitudes, which teachers should 
take into account and help children to develop and built their learning upon these. 
Epstein (1995: 61) agrees and states that although the National Curriculum emphasises 
equal access to the formal curriculum, it ignores the differences in the social context. 
Children in different groups do not start from the same place or have same experiences 
of schooling. Therefore, Epstein (1995: 61) argues: ”...the National Curriculum offers a 
much weaker version of equality in education.”.  
 
According to Blyth cited in Campbell (1993: 17) curriculum has always contained three 
traditions: the elementary, the preparatory and the developmental tradition. In relation to 
this, Campbell (1993: 17) argues that this third, developmental tradition, has been 
neglected as the National Curriculum has been imposed irrespectively of its 
appropriateness to children’s their needs and developmental stages”. 
 
This view of inappropriate curriculum has been confirmed by Fisher (1996). Fisher has 
argued that the curricular aim of subject knowledge, which was initially planned for 
Key Stage 2, but was later imposed also to younger children at Key Stage 1, is totally 
inappropriate for them as it does not take the intellectual needs of young children into 
account. 
Additionally Fisher (1996) accuses the National Curriculum for having a limited and 
simplistic view of what teaching and learning of subjects entails in the early years since 
it for instance does not acknowledge that young children need assistance to structure 
their own knowledge and make sense of their own worlds (Fisher 1996). 
 
Imposing “secondary” curriculum to young children can actually have very 
disadvantageous consequences on learning. Campbell (1993: 19) argues that imposing 
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irrationally “secondary school curriculum irrespectively of its appropriateness to their 
needs and developmental stages.” and “...penetrating right down the age range it has led 
to contemporary infant children being taught history, geography and science and 
technology…which might actually affect adversely in standards in literacy (Campbell 
1993:18 referring to DES 1991a; Campbell et all 1991; Alexander et al 1992). 
 
Pollard (1993: 32) and Fisher (1996) have done similar observations as some teachers in 
his PACE-study expressed their concern that too formal and overcrowded curriculum 
could affect the equality of children’s learning experiences and alienate them from 
learning. 
 
5.3.4 Consequences from the SATs on learning conditions 
 
Quasi-markets impact on resources  
 
The quasi-market situation in education and free enrolment policy made schools to 
compete against each others in order to get funding. School were forced to spend 
increasing amount of resources to marketing in order to convey an attractive impression 
of a school with rich in extra-curricular activities to parents and to attract especially 
more able, middle class children, as they are considered to be “…less of a drain on 
resources.” (Gewirtz 1997:221, emphasis added) 
 
The result this quasi-market was effective education in regard to funding and often 
over- and under subscribed schools, both of which had their differing problems 
(Gewirtz 1997). Under-subscribed schools suffered from poor physical conditions, 
insufficient learning and language support, a shortage of textbooks and other equipment 
needed, caused by inadequate funding, whereas “rich” , oversubscribed schools in turn 
suffered from over-crowding (Gewirtz 1997: 224), as the Education Reform Act obliged 
schools to take in as many pupils as their ‘standard number’ showed.   
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5.3.5 Social consequences  
 
Relationship between teacher and pupil 
 
As a result of new requirements, teachers felt that their close and warm relationship 
with children was changing. In 1990 PACE –interviews only 31 per cent felt that the 
National Curriculum had a negative effect on teachers’ relationships with children but 
by 1992 more than half (58 %) of teachers reported about the negative effects of the 
National Curriculum (Pollard 1993). In the same research 9% said that their relationship 
with children had improved, whereas 31% felt that there had been definitely a change 
for the worse and the relationship had been affected by pressures on teacher time or by 
feeling of stress on the part of the teachers. 14% of teachers said that their contact with 
children had become more formal (Pollard 1993). 
  
Teachers felt that they had to concentrate all the time on the attainment targets and 
ignore emotional and personal issues, because there simply was no time (Pollard 1993). 
This had also pedagogical consequences, as teachers at Year 2 emphasised the 
importance of close contact time and personal connection with young children, being 
factors which made children happy and added that you can’t teach an unhappy child 
(Pollard 1993)  
 
Teacher in PACE-study reported also that due to the very strict timetable, they had now 
less time to utilise children’s initials for teaching, which was wrong, they felt (Pollard et 
al 1994c). Some teachers also reported that they felt bad when they had to “kill” non-
SAT children’s interest to learning by asking them not to participate, while the SAT 
children were doing their test (Pollard 1993). 
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6 RESEARCH PROBLEM 
 
 
Child-centredness as a pedagogy can be seen to have born in ancient Greece, where the 
great philosopher Plato is told to have stated: "Let your children’s education take the 
form of play" (Entwistle 1970 11). The child-centred philosophy was also familiar to the 
famous pedagogics of 18th century such as Rousseau, Pestalozzi and Froebel, who 
based their theories of child-centredness on their predecessors while developing their 
own principles. Later, at the 19th century, the embodiment of child-centredness was 
strongly influenced by an Italian doctor and educationist, Maria Montessori and by 
American John Dewey, who introduced the "topic-work" for the first time. (Brehany 
2000: 17; Kerry & Eggleston 1994: 189.) Moreover, some modern educationists of the 
20th century, like Piaget and Vygotsky have had a strong impact on child-centred 
theorising. 
 
In Britain child-centredness was introduced already in the beginning of the 20th 
century, but it failed to achieve public acceptance as the schools following 
Montessorian pedagogy were found lacking in HMI inspections (Brehany 2000). 
Despite this child-centredness as pedagogy achieved a strong position in 1930s which 
was strengthened also by the child-centred 1944 Education Act and the Plowden-report 
in 1967, which gained also some international attention and was considered to have 
been the culmination of the child-centred era.  
 
This era of child-centredness ended at the late 1980s as the new Education Reform Act 
was introduced and the National Curriculum, which it imposed. This reform was 
experienced to be a great success, as it raised standards in the core-subjects. 
Additionally it had many other consequences, some of which only concerning child-
centredness in teaching.  
 
The research question of this study is to understand how the child-centredness in 
teaching has been affected by the 1988 Education Reform Act. Due to the complexity of 
the research question and the various elements included, it was divided into smaller 
research problems, which were to be addressed separately.  
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First of these problems was to find out the foundational question, how did the teachers 
understand the concept of child-centredness. Since this would be researched it would be 
possible to shift on to the next research problem, which was to study the level of child-
centredness in their teaching and whether they considered themselves child-centred or 
not. Having carried this out it would also be possible to study the reasons, which had 
affected to child-centredness in their teaching.  
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7 METHODOLOGY 
 
7.1 Data-collection  
 
7.1.1 Qualitative research  
 
As the primary intention of this study was to understand how the 1988 Education 
Reform Act had affected the child-centredness in teaching, qualitative research as a 
method was a very obvious choice. This decision was in line with Hirsjärvi, Remes and 
Sajavaara (1998: 180- 181) who have written that as the intention of the qualitative 
research is not to find any general connections or statistical regularities, but to 
understand the phenomena being researched.  
Additionally, as it turned out so difficult to find people, who could participate to this 
research, it wouldn't met the requirements set for the quantitative research, in order the 
research to obtain reliability. In qualitative research instead, the data can consist of one 
case or of a single interview. (Hirsjärvi et all. 1998: 180-181.)  
 
 
7.1.2 The number of informants and saturation  
 
As the intention of a qualitative research is to understand the phenomena, there is a 
question of the amount of data, in other words how many people should be interviewed. 
This depends, according to Hirsjärvi et all. (1998: 180- 181) of the saturation, which 
basically means that the researcher, for example, continues to interview people until he 
obtain any new information from the interviews in regard to the research problem.  
Unfortunately this principle of saturation had to be neglected in this study, since there 
were only five teachers, who were available to participate to the research. This doesn't, 
however, necessary mean that this study became unreliable as Hirsjärvi et all. (1998 
180- 181) admit that there exists some problems within this concept of saturation. They 
point out that it depends on the researchers’ erudition and education, how many new 
aspects he can find from the data. In addition to this they also emphasise that each case 
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and interview is unique, as " ...there doesn't for example exist two similar school 
classes, or even two teachers, who would think in similar way" (Hirsjärvi et all.1998: 
181).   
Against this theoretical background it appears that reliability of this study, in regard to 
saturation, is not placed under question, despite the fact that the original plans for the 
data-collection didn't work out. The original intention was to contact six local schools in 
order to interview some teachers working there and also to observe their teaching and 
children's responses as well, if possible.  
 
Unfortunately, it turned out that the headteachers were far too busy for an appointment 
and consequently only sent polite replies regretting that they couldn't provide any 
further assistance. There situation being that the personal connections to researchers 
English friends had to be used. The researcher had several contacts to local people 
through a mountaineering club and they were asked if they knew any teachers, who 
could be interviewed. Fortunately there were five teachers, who in spite of being under a 
workload, due to arranging the annual SATs, were willing to be interviewed.  
Fortunately, for the reliability of this study, the only connection between them appeared 
to be the fact that all of them knew somebody from the mountaineering club and only 
two of the five knew each other as they were a married couple. Additionally they all 
differented considerably from each other as the following description of the participants 
show:  
 
Pamela: 
 
Pamela, who was 44 -years old, represented one of the very few older and more 
experienced teachers left in the profession. She had been teaching since 1975 and was 
therefore primary informant in regard to the changes in the educational system. 
Currently she was teaching children with special education needs (SEN) and one 
reception class once a week as a part-timer.  
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Andy:  
 
Andy was also very experienced, despite his young age of 35. He had taught children of 
all age in five different primary schools, including one special school for children with 
behaviour problems. Currently he was a deputy head and Special Education Needs 
Coordinator (SENCO). He didn't have any special training for the National Curriculum, 
though it was introduced during his first year in profession. 
 
 
Andrea: 
 
Andrea (28 years), bore some similarities to his husband, Andy. She was also trained for 
the National Curriculum though it had changed radically during her first year in 
profession due to the Dearing- report. She had been working all her career at reception 
in the same school, though her classes and duties had changed. She had been a RE -
(Religious Education) and IT- coordinator since 1996 and had also experiences of the 
SATs. Additionally she had recently got an incentive allowance for taking a role with 
Special Educational Needs (SEN). 
 
Rebecca: 
 
Though Rebecca (30 years) was also trained for the National Curriculum, she didn't 
have as much experience as Andrea had. She was specialised on early years teaching 
and had been since 1997 teaching at reception, though she had started with a class of 
Year 3. Currently she was a subject leader in geography and literacy. 
 
Heather:  
 
Heather, who represented the youngest generation of interviewed teachers, had a degree 
of Education Studies with Development Studies (BA) and was graduated in 1998. She 
had also a Postgraduate Certificate in Education her specialist subject being English. 
Currently Heather was working at a primary school as a supply teacher within the 
Reception (4 and 5 year olds) unit and was working with three different classes at the 
same time.  
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7.1.3 Interview as a method  
 
The data for this study was gathered by using semi-structured interview as a method, 
which means that the questions are same, but interviewees are not given any optional 
answers, but they can answer in own words (Eskola & Suojärvi 1998:87). The interview 
had many obvious advantages compared to the other means of collecting data. The most 
important reason for choosing the interview, especially the open-ended questions in it, 
was that the method provides a clear framework for the interview and also possibilities 
to clarify and clear up some of the answers if needed. Additionally it is possible to 
explore the answers deeper by asking grounds for proposed opinions. On the other hand, 
they the interviewee plenty of freedom to control the direction of the interview and take 
an active role in the process. (Cohen and Manion 1994, 277; Hirsjärvi et all. 1998, 201.)  
 
The interviewees were interviewed separately as the intention was to ensure the 
confidentiality and prevent the interviewees’ answers to affect to each other. Another 
reason was caused by the topic, the reform and the National Curriculum, which was 
expected to produce controversial opinions which might not have been expressed if 
there would be other people present. Hirsjärvi et all. (1998: 207) agrees with this 
assumption noting that the group may prevent negative things coming out and dominate 
and direct the interview. The actual interviews were carried out during interview 
sessions, which were arranged in peaceful places either at interviewer's home or in a 
quiet cafe. The interviews lasted usually about two hours.  
 
7.2 Data-analysis 
 
First the recorded interviews were transcribed and written to the computer. Then the 
interviews were printed to make the analysis easier. First the prints, each of which six or 
seven pages, were carefully read through so as to understand the phenomena and data 
collected. Then the data was classified by marking the answers based on the questions 
in the interview. This marking turned out to be difficult for many reasons as the same 
issue (question) was usually discussed in several different places in each person's 
printed interviews and they weren't exclusive, in other words, some sentence could be 
related to many different interview questions in the form.  
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Despite these difficulties, which made the understanding of the data more complicated, 
the question form was considered a good basis for the preliminary classifying of the 
data. The little pieces of texts were gathered together to find out the interviewees 
opinion to the matter being discussed.  
 
The next stage was to compare interviewees’ answers to each other in order to obtain a 
general image of person's attitude towards child-centredness and to the consequences of 
the reform itself. Then the data was classified again based on the theoretical 
considerations relating to child-centredness. It was noted that teachers emphasised some 
of the child-centred issues differently to the theory, which was probably caused by the 
fact that some of the teachers weren't even familiar with the concepts associated to 
child-centredness.  
Then, in spite of this finding, the results section was written based on this described 
classification. 
 
7.3 Reliability of the research 
 
Resulting from the interpretative nature of qualitative research, there are many phases, 
which can reduce the reliability of the study. These possibilities can be classified as 
following: person related, language related and process related reasons, which all are 
present at each stage of study.  
 
 
Data-collection: 
 
Reliability is linked to the process of choosing the method of research. As discussed 
earlier, the interview was probably the best way of getting appropriate information of 
the consequences, which the reform had had on the child-centredness in teaching. The 
question form was based on the theory of child-centredness, not on researcher's personal 
assumptions or opinions, which could cause problems in reliability. The question form 
ensures also that the same questions will be asked, although each interviewee will direct 
the conversation to any direction he /she wants. It is also important that the researcher 
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doesn't lead the informant to any direction and remains objective between the 
interviewees. This wasn't any problem in this study as all of the interviewees were 
"supported" and lead in a similar way. 
 
Another thing is the question of choosing the participants to the study. This issue is also 
already dealt earlier with, but it should be noted that the people for this research were 
basically chosen randomly as the researcher couldn't affect to this process anyhow. 
Teachers were the most obvious alternative to be interviewed, as they were expected to 
be experts in teaching and had to deal with the ERA on daily basis. Therefore the 
reliability in this sense, should be ensured especially as the interviewees differed so 
considerably from each other.  
   
The third factor related to the data-collection is the actual interview itself. Varto (1992 
102-104) writes about the requirement of reliability, which means that the result hasn't 
been affected by any external factor. This requirement for the reliability was ensured as 
each of the interviewees were interviewed separately and they were assured of the 
confidentiality of the interview.  
Additionally it seems to be important whether the interviewer can create confidential 
atmosphere or not. In this sense there should be no threat to reliability since the teachers 
seemed to be as relaxed as possible in such situation. The researcher had the advantage 
of being almost a stranger (a foreigner) and somebody-they-knew at the same time. 
Therefore it is probable that they had no reason to avoid any issues or keep silent as 
they were assured of the confidentiality and they also kind of "knew" the interviewer, 
which helped to create a relaxed atmosphere. The interview also included another 
possible factor, which might have decreased the reliability, which was the language. 
This means that as a result of using a foreign language, English, there always exist the 
possibility of mishearing and misunderstanding. Naturally it happened occasionally that 
the interviewer didn't hear something or even heard wrong, but these situations were 
taken care of since the interviewer always ensured if there were any doubts of the 
answer as it was also necessary in order to keep the interview "in order".   
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Data-analysis 
 
Data- analysis also holds some possible problems from the aspect of reliability. There 
exists basically the same problem as with the creation of the question form, the problem 
being insufficient knowledge of the theory of carrying an qualitative research out. 
(Eskola & Suoranta 1998: 215-216.) As the data-analysis was found difficult, it means 
that there is no quarantee that the classifications made by the researcher were correct in 
spite of the fact that they appeared such.  
 
Another problem was that since the information was classified and moved to another 
place there existed the danger of misinterpretation as the information was separated 
from it's original context. Consequenty Eskola & Suoranta (1998: 215) remind of the 
importance of the accuracy in the data-analysis. This problem was realised already 
during the analysis and consequently every separate sentence, which could be 
misinterpreted, was equipped with a notion. This notion told whose opinion it was and 
what it was related to.  
 
 
Reporting 
 
The qualitative research attempts to generalise individual findings and create some 
theory for the phenomena being researched. Therefore the research has to meet the 
requirement of validity, which means that achieved results must be equivalent to the 
aims set to the research. (Varto 1992, 102-104). This requirement was met as the 
researcher expected the ERA would have had a strong influence on child-centredness in 
teaching.  
Another problem related to reporting was the fact that interviewer had to remain 
objective in order to ensure the reliability (Eskola & Suoranta 1998, 215). This 
requirement seems difficult to meet as all the decisions whether to emphasise or ignore 
the finding was left to the researcher. This means naturally that all the unconscious 
prejudices and the opinions that the researcher may have concerning the data can affect. 
Fortunately, it is probable that the tutor would have cut those unconscious expectations 
off, if they would have endangered the reliability of the study. 
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8 RESULTS  
 
8.1 The concept of child-centredness  
 
So as to understand teachers' impressions concerning the possible impact that the 
Education Reform Act may have had on child-centredness in the primary schooling, the 
concept of child-centredness had to be discussed first. This means in other words, how 
do the teachers understand the concept of child-centredness and what do they hold as 
child-centred?  
 
Additionally, most of the five interviewed teachers seemed only have a fade idea of 
child-centredness, thought they may have used fairly child-centred pedagogy. Therefore 
some of them had to be described the basic principles of child-centredness, such as 
taking the child individually into account in teaching, so as them to be able to provide 
any commentary concerning the topic.  
 
Consequently, this chapter (9.1) pursues to shed some light on the different aspects of 
the concept of child-centredness whereas all the following chapters in the "Results" will 
concentrate on those issues rising from the data and emphasise the topics which the 
teachers associated to child-centredness. Therefore the emphasis may not follow the 
theoretical considerations normally associated to child-centredness.      
 
8.1.1 Child-centred content 
 
In spite of few teachers' blurry ideas concerning child-centredness, many of the teachers 
associated the concept to starting from the child and basing all the work around the 
child and catering their individual needs. Andy stood out distinctively of all the 
interviewed teachers as he turned out to be very child-centred concerning his pedagogy, 
which showed also from his definition to child-centredness in which he also introduced 
the idea of providing and extending their experiences as he describes his work: " ..is to 
do with looking at...starting from the child...what does the child need and going an 
extra mile for the children you are working ...you look at ways in which you can further 
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enrich a child's curriculum... and you are looking at all those things that make that 
child's education distinctive". 
 
8.1.2 Child-centred pedagogy 
 
Teachers had clear opinions concerning good pedagogy but it became quite obvious that 
the teachers were not used to assess good pedagogy in relation to child-centredness. In 
any case, Heather, in spite of she being trained for the National Curriculum, said that 
child-centredness was all about meeting child's ability and expressed also her notion of 
the teaching being more child-centred in reception as the learning experiences had to be 
"more practical than formal" due to pupils young age. 
 
 
8.1.3 Child-centred learning environment 
 
As a logical consequence of teachers’ insufficient knowledge concerning child-
centredness, teachers did not have clear image of child-centred learning environment. 
Andrea, however, told about one school, where she had done her teacher training couple 
of yeas ago. According to her, it was important that there were separate classrooms for 
teaching different subjects and additionally another room for "extra-curricular" 
activities as she describes with great enthusiasm:  
 
That was very child centred. It was based on an English room, a maths 
room, a science and technology room...and they had a big hall and... the 
hall was done in a fabulous role-play. It was wonderful! They had the 
entire hall...where they [children] had the home, the garage, a hospital, 
playground...kids just love to play. 
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As a summary of teachers' ideas concerning the concept of child-centredness, it can be 
stated that there appears to exist the most interesting contradiction as some of the 
teachers don't seem to even understand the concept of child-centredness and yet they 
provide plenty of examples of good pedagogy, which can most definitely be held as 
child-centred.  
 
How can this paradoxical situation be explained? There are obviously many reasons 
involved but one of the main reasons might be that child-centredness is not a daily issue 
and widely discussed topic in the current educational discourse in England. Therefore, it 
would be logical and understandable that teachers wouldn't be familiar with the 
concepts of child-centredness and resulting from this couldn't recognise their pedagogy 
child-centred methods until they were told about it.  
 
 
8.2 Child-centredness in the content of the curriculum  
 
8.2.1 Teaching for the SAT's  
 
Some of the teachers had a very clear idea of the effects that the Education Reform Act 
(ERA) including the National Curriculum had on the content of the curriculum in 
relation to child-centredness. Especially Andy, appeared to be very aware of the 
consequences as he felt that the governmental aims of raising standards, (i.e to improve 
the results of learning) and produce results that would quantify their [government] 
success, didn't quite equite with child-centred approach. He criticised this strongly as it 
lead to accountability in pedagogy and basically to teaching for the SATs, as the schools 
got funded (£2000/ per pupil) for it's pupils attaining certain level in the SAT's. 
Additionally this all happened at the expense of child-centredness as he commented:  
 
But the government decided that’s the way to go and every time we have 
a change of government we have a change of thinking and it never comes 
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back to the child and ... it takes a very skilful practitioner...to try and set 
child-centredness alongside with the quest for high standards results. 
 
 
Andy even admitted that his current work is nothing else but teaching for the SATs. He 
told that he is working at present time in Year 6 “booster- class”, where his task was to 
push pupils, who are at Level 3 in core-subjects, to attain Level 4 in the SATs.  
 
 
Raising standards in core- subjects 
 
Consequently, as the core-subjects (mathematics, literature and science) were 
emphasised in the National Curriculum, there appeared new requirements and restrictive 
instructions concerning it's implementation. Despite this the teachers seemed to take a 
positive attitude towards it since they admitted that more restrictive curriculum was 
needed. Pamela, for instance, expressed: "...teachers used to teach whatever they 
preferred and as result of that the attainment of important skills and knowledge could 
not be guaranteed, despite teaching being extremely child-centred”.  
 
Teachers admitted that the new curriculum had many good sides. Rebecca for example 
told that her students were now doing better in literature that a year ago, although she 
admitted that she can’t be sure whether her teaching is now more effective or whether 
there are some other reasons for it. Thought the other teachers also admitted it's 
efficiency, Heather took the most supportive opinion to it and explained that it provided 
basically all the information needed in that age and said that it's entity was good, as 
much as possible was taught as child.  
 
8.2.2 Cutting down the foundation subjects 
 
The most significant finding of these interviews was that all teachers agreed strongly 
that all the foundation subjects (history, geography, technology, music, art, physical 
education and religious education) were being squeezed and cut down as a result of the 
requirements to emphasise the core-subjects. "Teachers can't take into account 
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children's needs as the academic subjects are being focused on and therefore, the 
foundation skills, such as geography, history, DT [design technology], art and a lot of 
personal skills and dexterity skills are being neglected.", Andrea regrets.  
Andy sees this deficiency in wider context. He argues: “It is important that children 
leave the school with a good knowledge of numbers and good grasp of literacy...but 
they should also have understanding of the world around."  
 
Andrea is also worried about this development though she sees that the situation is 
getting slightly better. She admits that even now she can't afford introducing more than 
two or three famous people in history due to lack of time and that the foundation 
subjects are a lot to cover, but the year 2000 has brought some changes to the strict 
National Curriculum and now she can choose some of the things she wants to teach.  
 
8.2.3 Cutting down the extra-curricular activities and affecting other functions  
 
Andy has understood that even many of the traditionally taught topics are not included 
to the National Curriculum they still may have significant meaning and should not be 
neglected. 
 
Extra-curricular activities creating self-esteem 
 
One of the significant roles that the extra-curricular activities have is according to Andy 
related to self-esteem as he says:  
 
…like football..it gives children who quite often wouldn’t achieve.. 
success…academic success it gives them the opportunity in excellence in 
something ..it’s quite often those children who aren’t particularly 
academic and good with maths, English and science it gives them the 
chance to show that they are good at something ...it’s very good for self-
esteem.. 
 
Andy is especially concerned over boys getting disaffected as "... the SAT’s favoured 
pupils who are talented in academic subjects, with paper and pencil...are often girls." 
Boys instead, according to Andy learned kinesteticly through practical activities and 
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preferred skills, which were not measured in the SATs. Therefore Andy wanted to 
create some opportunities to be good at something, such as to run football and computer 
clubs despite the extra work, as they had a positive impact on children's self-esteem and 
enriched their experiences. 
 
Social skills 
 
Andy and Andrea brought also up that the extra-curricular activities provided excellent 
opportunities to develop social skills which are often forgotten in the within the 
National Curriculum. Andrea describes the situation: 
  
...even in terms of basic skills of socialisation and learning to get on with 
each other there isn’t the time to allow that! We are very fortunate in the 
school that I work in, in the top two junior classes... they go on a school 
outing for a full 6 nights and they’re away from home and with each 
other and the learning they get from that is absolutely amazing, 
incredible. But not many schools offer this and it’s all academic... unless 
you’re in an area which particularly needs... 
 
 
There also appears to be an interesting connection as Andy says that the clubs tend to 
attract the children who have problems in socialising and working co-operatively with 
other children. Therefore, Andy says: "... the football is the vehicle to actually to get 
them co-operate...to work together as a team."  
 
These activities can also be seen as a solution to behaviour problems, which have been 
increasing due to putting more pressures on children, especially in the academic 
subjects. Andy explains how:   
 
I have found in my present school that doing all these things makes you 
seem good in the children’s eyes ...the children think you are great... so 
the behaviour problems what you would have had previously ...the 
children aren’t a behaviour problem because you are doing something 
for them ...you are going out of your way for them and they appreciate 
that and you develop good relationship with the children...  
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Opening doors 
 
Andy introduces also another meaning for extra-curricular activities, which he calls 
"opening doors". He carries on explaining the importance of those activities: 
 
...for example to run a football club as it might be the somebody with the 
opportunity to go on and make a career in football or by showing how to 
use e-mail means that they could go working with computers ...you never 
know what you are doing when you are providing them with the 
opportunities like these... it might go on and open doors for them...  
 
 
8.2.4 Neglecting children's inclinations and interests  
 
The National Curriculum appears to provide little support for pupils' individual 
inclinations. Rebecca, who is specialised to early years teaching, argues with the 
children who are not talented academically have poor changes in developing their other 
skills as she says: “... if he is.. is brilliant in music and wants to be a drummer… he is 
going to struggle in life...” . 
 
Andrea is also concerned of the same issue. She says that the curriculum is very 
restrictive and teachers are given little freedom to choose something that they think 
would interest their class. "The things that children like, like dinosaurs, are not there for 
children", Andrea says and adds that it has made teaching “...less enjoyable and more 
technical.”. 
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Andrea finds it also very disturbing that the teacher can't have the same "flare" with the 
children as earlier. This means in her opinion that the teacher can't let children " go off 
tangent" and follow them because they have to go through certain topics and " if the 
inspector comes in and inspects you you’re gonna get murdered..." if you are not doing 
exactly what is ordered. 
 
 
 
The ERA appeared to have very direct effects on the curriculum. These consequences 
reflected the governmental attempts to raise standards in the core-subjects. The teachers 
were forced to emphasise the core-subjects and attempt to succeed in the SATs as well 
as possible. Unfortunately this also meant that the other, foundation, subjects and the 
extra-curricular activities, which also are significant in a child's development as a 
whole, had to be cut down or neglected.  
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8.3 Child-centredness in pedagogy  
 
 
Teachers gave the impression that they hadn't had any prejudices concerning the 
National Curriculum despite it being so difficult to implement. Heather had a clear 
image of those difficulties, although she as a young teacher had been trained for coping 
with the National Curriculum, as she gives her interpretation: "...teachers were 
insufficiently informed…they didn't know what to do, when to do and how to do it..."  
8.3.1 Forms of working  
 
All the teachers, apart from Andy brought out that their workload had significantly 
increased since the National Curriculum had been introduced. Teachers reported that 
due to accountability in teaching and increased paper work obligations concerning 
reporting their plans and actions, they couldn't use as child-centred pedagogy, as they 
wanted. Andy, however, didn't seem to stress over losing child-centredness as he 
demonstrated his personal philosophy:  
 
 ...I went into a teaching to work with children and... some go into it as a 
job to earn money... the way I see is in the end of the day... in the end of 
the month I get paid extra amount of money but I work with children... I 
enjoy working with children so I could say at the end of the day... say 
four o'clock I could pack my car up and go home but I run soccer clubs 
and computer clubs all the things to enrich child's education and I think 
that's part of what child-centredness is all about...thinking of what does 
the child want ... 
 
 
Andy also had another reason for keeping child-centredness going since it had an 
important role in classroom management. He says: "... if they have finished their work 
…make sure that there is work for them to go on to and that’s really, really important to 
developing an ethos like...well I have finished that piece of work I can play around .. 
because in my experience children who behave like that start to misbehave.."  
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Whole class teaching and streaming  
 
As a consequence of the heavy workload and the requirements of efficiency teachers 
were forced to spend less time on individual child, which usually meant whole class 
teaching and streaming, as Andrea describes: "...providing individual curriculum 
...sounds brilliant there is not much to be done in a class from thirty to thirty-six in 
practice... all you can do is to stream, concentrate on three groups, lower-achievers, the 
middle ones and high ones".  
 
Rebecca agrees with her, but takes streaming for child-centred action since she presents: 
“...streaming is actually... one way of being child-centredness... I mean... as in 
streaming children of a similar abilities work together... with activities which are 
tailored to their needs.”.  
 
8.3.2 Restricted teaching methods  
 
Curricular impact on teaching methods 
 
In Heather's opinion the new curriculum challenged teachers' routines and teaching 
methods since it demanded improved efficiency. Logically the teachers found their 
teaching methods especially in literacy and numeracy restricted and very prescribed. 
"Literacy hour was implemented terribly as teachers felt that it was imposed and very 
restrictive ...you will spend twenty minutes shared reading and writing... you will spend 
twenty minutes independent... then you will focus on guided writing.”, Andrea says 
dismayed.  
Additionally the curriculum required doing plenary the "buzz-word" as Andrea puts it:  
 
At the end of each maths or literacy lesson you get all the kids together 
and discuss what they’ve learnt. What they’ve done...it’s the buzz-word. 
You have to do a plenary after PE (Physical Education) now...they want 
you to sit the children down and say... right... what did we learn today? 
Did you stretch your muscles, or whatever...  
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Andrea was also concerned over losing the fun from teaching as, " You all do the same 
format... is what the literacy hour prescribes", and adds, "You can’t put your own 
personality on it your own mark on it." Andy agrees with her and provides an 
commentary that government’s aims to raise standards and produce result and child-
centredness, "...are very difficult to put together, because the imposed educational 
structure is ...very... very rigid and structured.".  
 
Cutting play and drama down 
 
Another consequence of the curricular efficiency was cutting the expressive methods 
down since there was no more time for those and they didn't improve efficiency and 
achieving the attainment targets (ATs). Fortunately, in reception those practical methods 
were still accepted and allowed as Heather told that in spite of strict outlines to follow 
the teaching is more practical as the children are so young.  
 
Andrea in turn had experiences, unlike Heather, of the time preceding the National 
Curriculum and as she considered the physical side of learning being crucial, she 
expressed her feeling of loss: "...due to the lack of time.. I had to give up the drama play 
things, home corners and.. .the physical side of learning to be crucial...it's horrible, I 
hate the way I have to teach and have been teaching for four years."  
 
 
Losing integrated and topic work 
 
Teachers felt the curricular restrictments in integration as well. Andy and Andrea 
compare the changes imposed to the situation preceding National Curriculum:  
 
... on my teaching practise I did ...work on topics so we were taking topic 
like dinosaurs and we brought math into it... English into it... Science, 
history ...and it would all fit around the one topic but since the National 
Curriculum came in everything became a lot more tailored towards 
teaching maths ..we were teaching maths and this is how we are going to 
teach maths …and this is how we are going to teach English... (Andy) 
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I used to teach an integrated day or an integrated morning at least... 
Maths, English and an activity which would be sign motor skills or 
something along those lines....sign motor... but you can’t do that 
now...that’s been completely scrapped because you’ve got to do an hours 
literacy. I did an hours literacy, I did more than a hours literacy but 
because it wasn’t in the format that it is now everything... (Andrea) 
 
 
This separation had however other consequences too:  
 
... all are separated into areas we had to teach... we had problems with the 
timetabling and in terms of making sure that we made maths and English 
for certain amount of time… 
 
Consequently teachers were forced to re-organise their time-table at the expense of the 
foundation subjects:  
 
...it had to be mornings when the children were fresh... and that meant 
that all the other subjects got pushed into the afternoon and eventually 
through necessity certain subjects ended up being omitted so we end up... 
not through that people didn’t want to teach them but there wasn’t 
time…and if you do math and English in the morning you still have 
science ...you still have IT, arts music, geography, history so how all 
those fit into the afternoon which is the smallest part of the day.. 
 
 
As summing up, it can be noted that the ERA has also had a strong impact on pedagogy 
in the English primary schools as teachers are, in order to attain the given targets, forced 
to teach in such an effective way as possible. Usually this means that teachers have had 
to give up from the individuality in teaching and also from child-centred teaching 
methods, such as play and drama, and shift to more effective ones, like streaming, 
which means teaching in ability groups. Sometimes teachers are even told how to teach, 
like in literacy and numeracy, which gives little pedagogical freedom.  
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8.4 Child-centredness in learning 
 
8.4.1 Children's' abilities and prerequisites in learning  
 
As discussed earlier, teachers found it very difficult to take children individually into 
account. The National Curriculum provided no support in taking children's varying 
inclinations, talents and interests into account and therefore the differentiation was left 
to the teachers. In addition to this, the National Curriculum increased teachers' 
workload, gave strict timetable and lead to bigger sizes of classes, which made the 
differentiation very difficult.  
 
Children with special needs 
 
The children with special needs was the only exception in the National Curriculum in 
regard to taking children's' abilities into account. Pamela, the special teacher, told that 
the National Curriculum allowed them to be exempted from the all or part of the 
stipulated programmes of study if the children were statemented. She explained also 
that sometimes those programmes of study could be modified following strict 
regulations.  
 
Unfortunately, despite these concessions, it appeared that the children with special 
needs were still struggling since Pamela said: "...for example dyslexic children can get 
somebody to help in reading and writing in the SATs, if they have a statement for it, but 
the fact that it has also consequent impacts on maths and science, is neglected."  
 
8.4.2 Teaching the children of different abilities 
 
According to teachers the differentiation and individualised teaching was failing as 
there were not enough resources to teach the children according to their abilities and yet 
the teachers had to make sure that they would score as well as possible in the SATs.  
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Less able children- struggling  
 
Consequently the less able children had to be pushed for the SAT's, which meant in 
practise that teachers concentrated on teaching them at the expense of lacking the 
middle and more able as all that mattered was the number of pupils attaining certain 
level in the SATs. Therefore even Andy, "the child-centred teacher ", was forced to 
teach for the SAT's as he told that he was at the present time in Year 6 “booster- class”, 
where his task was to push pupils, who are at Level 3 in core-subjects, to attain Level 4 
in the SATs.  
 
Unfortunately, the teachers admitted, that these requirements caused that there were 
many children who were suffering and struggling for various reasons. Pamela provided 
her commentary of the situation:  
 
...to a certain extent they are young to be in school and are not yet ready. 
They need another year in school to be able to tackle this stuff. Partly, 
the children I am thinking of are not getting a lot of extra support at 
home or the things that are being initiated at school are not being 
practised; so every week it’s new again and they have to start from the 
beginning again. It’s not getting reinforced enough. And thirdly, to a 
certain extent there is a lack of ability from the children and it all works 
together. They would benefit from more of my time but if I give them 
more of my time I will be limiting my time with other children 
 
 
In spite of the fact that the less able children were suffering, the teachers expressed their 
concern over the more able pupils, who didn't get stretched, as the teachers had to 
concentrate on weaker pupils- pushing them for the SATs. Consequently, the more able 
children were neglected and they were given some easy activities which they could 
manage independently so as the teacher to be able to work with the less able as Andreas 
example from literacy teaching shows: 
 
 ...in literacy... you differentiate. Literacy has got to the point where you 
have got to give at least three groups independent tasks which they can 
get on and do because they’re not meant to disturb you, they become 
meaningless and worthless because the children... They’re just... give ‘em 
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a book, give ‘em a textbook or a piece of paper to do something you 
know they can do, you know that’ll occupy them and is a waste of time! 
It’s wasting their time doing it and you’re time making it. And you 
differentiate those groups but you differentiate below their ability 
because they’ve got to be able to do it... 
 
Andrea provides also a more detailed description of the teacher's time given to the more 
able: "The way it works is that you as a teacher would work with that group. There are 
five literacy groups, you would work with each of those groups for ten minutes solely 
with those groups every two days. So for that ten maybe twenty minutes... that group 
gets you then you stretch them. But for the rest of the week, y’know..." However, 
Andrea suggests that something could be done to improve the situation:  
 
..if there were more money: ... you could employ a nursery assistant or 
maybe a teacher... then obviously you have one teacher with one group 
and another teacher with another group and you could begin to give 
them harder work. For the independent groups you could say... if you’ve 
got a problem go and see your nursery assistant or go and see that 
teacher an that way you would be helping them but the money isn’t there. 
There’s only one...there’s me between thirty-six kids 
 
Pamela can also see some hope as she tells that the more able have been since January 
receiving quality teaching as the Ofsted gave new orders in January concerning the 
good value of money teaching. "They have realised in Ofsted", Pamela says, "...that 
children coming from high socio-economic environment attain... have higher abilities 
and reach their targets more easily and in spite of that are not ...giving value for the 
money... they must be stretched". 
 
8.4.3 Decrease in parents' support in learning  
 
As Pamela analysed, parents' role in supporting their child's learning is very important. 
The thing initiated at school have to be practised at home, otherwise"... it’s new again 
and they have to start from the beginning again". Unfortunately, according to the 
results, it appears that children are not getting enough support in their learning. This 
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result is, however, in contradiction with the finding of parents being concerned over the 
success especially in the SAT's.  
 
Anyway, three of the five interviewed teachers reported that parents, especially in big 
towns, are caring and participating less than earlier of their child's schooling. Andrea for 
example says that in previous years the parents were really supportive and came in 
helping and now she didn't even parents, as the child-minder picked the children up, 
unless they had something to complain. The reason for this change in behaviour may be 
that parents appeared to think that the education is none of their concern as Andrea's 
example shows: 
 
... It’s a lack of understanding from parents and how they can help. They 
expect their child to achieve a certain level without them having to do 
anything. ‘So you think part of the responsibility is theirs...They say, here 
is my kid educate this kid, give all the skills that this kid needs in life. 
Yeah. You’re the teacher, you discipline them, you teach them rights and 
wrongs and they’re gonna blame you if your kid is ending up in the 
junkyard or whatever...And when you phone them and ask them to come 
in and discuss their child’s behaviour they say...´why´? 
 
As a summary, it can be noted again, that the ERA has made it very difficult to take 
children's' individual learning abilities into account for many reasons. Teachers' 
workload, especially the paper work has increased tremendously, they have very strict 
timetables and bigger class-sized, which all cause that a teacher can spend less and less 
time with each child. Consequently the children are suffering. The less able would need 
more support as there is also a tendency of decrease in parental support and the more 
able are not getting "stretched" as they can already achieve the level required in the 
SAT's.  
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8.5 Assessment  
 
8.5.1  SAT's suitability for assessment 
 
Teachers felt that the SAT's weren't appropriate way of assessing children's strengths 
and weaknesses and that the national assessment was completely unfair on them. "The 
way they’re set out, the way the questions are loaded...It just doesn’t give the children a 
fair chance"  
 
 
 
Diagnostic assessment - to identify pupil's strengths and weaknesses  
 
In relation to using the SATs for diagnostic purposes, the teachers shared the view that 
the SAT's could provide only a “snap-shot of information” as Rebecca put it. 
Interestingly, Andy used similar kind of expression as he described: “... SATs give a 
black and white portrait, which does not fill in the gaps with the colours...children are 
quite often good at particular areas in the school which are not measured by..."  
 
Teachers also felt that they could either learn nothing new through the SATs or they 
couldn't afford analysing the results, due to lack of money or time. Rebecca represents 
the former view: "You learn that children who scored badly were the one, you knew 
would score badly and would therefore need help... you know that they needed help in 
Year 2 and they are going to need it also at Year 3 ...you can’t take your support 
away...”  
 
In addition to these findings some teachers like Andrea felt that the SATs were waste of 
time and effort as the results were not used in appropriate way.  
 
A service you have to do for the educational psychologists and it picks up 
umm...its a dictation test and a comprehension reading test and 
handwriting test. But you have to do all this. As a teacher you have to 
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mark it all. Fill in a lot of personal information about the child, discuss it 
with your headteacher and your special needs co-ordinator any concerns 
and then if the child gets referred to the educational psychologists he 
might take a look at this. . So you think “Oh look, this child really needs 
some help and he hasn’t done well at this” and they say “No, we’ve put 
the goalposts down a bit.and they’ve got to achieve a lot lower." The 
scores got to be a lot lower on the test and so they don’t qualify for any 
help. So that’s a waste of paper, of time and y’know. 
 
Formative assessment - to give feedback and encouragement 
 
Neither did teachers trust on using SAT's for formative purposes. Andrea, again, gave a 
good reason for it since she said that the SATs couldn't supply, especially at Key Stage 
1, "appropriate and reliable" information about their actual progression and 
development:"It gives you a basic idea… yes, but too much is put onto that. Way too 
much. I’ve got children who have just achieved Level three but are no where near level 
three in their actual working ability" 
 
This false impression could, according to Andrea, lead to difficulties if these Level 3 
children moved school and the teacher gave them some Level 3 work. "They wouldn’t 
be able to cope. The work would be too hard, the children wouldn’t be able to cope and 
would suffer and resent school", Andrea predicted. 
 
 
 
Summative assessment- to report on a given pupil's attainment at a given stage of 
schooling 
 
 
Teachers also expressed their doubts concerning SATs in summative assessment as they 
felt that they didn't give the true reflection of the children due to the nature of testing.  
 
In some respects it gives highly false impressions to some parents 
because their child either does extremely well when their child isn’t that 
capable or their child does poorly because their child isn’t able to look at 
a paper and be able to write, but if you told them and worked through it 
with them you’d get a different mark. (Andrea) 
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Teachers had also noticed the random nature of SAT-testing which, in Rebeccas 
opinion, meant that the child might have had a fantastic day in the tests and had "written 
it's socks off" although he or she wouldn’t do that in the class. Andrea shared her view 
and told that last year a hundred per cent of her pupils achieved Level 4 in maths and 
says: "...it was a pure fluke, pure chance. The kids had a good day... So it’s not a true 
reflection of their capabilities." 
 
Evaluative assessment- to provide information for comparing one school with another  
 
Logically, the teachers "resented" in other words, disliked, the idea of using the SATs 
for choosing the school and comparing them to each other. The most important reason 
was the one, which Rebecca and Heather brought out that the SATs failed in taking the 
socio-economical factors into account. This meant that all pupils had individual 
backgrounds, which affected to their learning abilities in the school: the schools located 
in a “good “ area had parents supporting their children who consequently scored better 
that children and the children coming from “poorer “ area scored less successfully.  
 
Naturally the teachers mentioned all the other already discussed reasons as well but they 
especially emphasised the random nature of testing which could lead to totally 
unrealistic and unfair impression of the pupils' attainment in that particular school.  
 
Additionally they criticised the justification of using the SATs for providing 
information for evaluation purposes as the people who lived in the area didn't need 
them, since the only people who actually needed the league tables were the ones who 
had just moved to the area. Consequently the teachers had serious doubts of "movers" 
ability to benefit of the information provided as there sometimes didn't exist "even basic 
understanding of what the results mean" as Andrea describes: 
They don’t understand. If you say, “Your child’s a Level 1.” They’ll say, 
“why isn’t he a level 2?” Because Level 2 is higher than Level 1... they 
find it difficult. If their child is achieving Level 2 by the end of stage 1, 
they expect them to be at Level 4 by the end of stage two. There’s four 
years there and they don’t understand that they can stay at a level for 
more than 2 years. They’re not necessarily gonna jump up. So there isn’t 
a basic understanding of what the results mean..." 
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8.5.2 Consequences of the SATs on children  
 
Putting pressures on children  
 
Although some teachers mentioned that some of their talented pupils had enjoyed doing 
the SATs, they were generally concerned of the affect of the SATs putting pressures on 
young children. Andrea provides a touching example of the situation in which the 
teachers are forced to test the children:  
 
Yes. I had a child who looked at a maths paper and it was a very 
practical, money and all the adding and subtractions, but all the 
apparatus was there. A bright child, it was a Level one task and he just 
looked at it and burst into tears and said I can’t do it. And it was “Yeah 
you can...”, “I can’t, I cant.” Because he was so stressed he thought it's 
a test and I’ve gotta do well in it and I can’t... 
 
Despite the fact of teachers being forced put the children in the SATs, they also realised 
that much of the pressures were also loaded by their parents. This worrying tendency of 
accountability appears to exist in bigger towns and as early as in pre-school:  
 
...three year old kids going into their nurseries they’re not allowed the 
time to just play and learn through play, because the parents are 
expecting the, “Oh where are their work sheets? What have they done 
today? Show me!” They want evidence all the time. It's not enough to 
say, OK. they’ve done really well today. They’ve been using the 
playdough or they’ve been making models, they’ve been doing this or 
that. Parents don’t recognise this to be valuable. So they’re not allowed 
to play and explore and so are frustrated... (Andrea) 
 
Behavioural problems  
 
All teachers agreed that the number of behavioural problems had increased, which is 
according to Pamela, the special needs teacher, the result of putting pressures on 
children. Andrea, instead, accused the restrictive mode of curriculum saying:" ...before 
coming to school, they were used to learn through play...so when they come to school 
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world... where is no more time for play or developing their skills by themselves, they 
react by expressing bad behaviour...”  
 
Either way, Pamela seemed to be extremely worried of this current tendency as:  
 
...there are more and more children are sent... to the Emotional 
Behaviour Units, which usually takes care of the most difficult children, 
although they just have learning difficulties... which is very..very.. bad, 
because these small problems can spiral and get worse...and cause a 
poor self-esteem 
 
 
8.5.3 Teachers attempts to reduce the stress  
 
 
As a consequence, teachers naturally tried to decrease the stress caused by SATs. The 
measures, however, tended to vary between Key Stages. Andrea described teachers' 
attempts at Key Stage 1:  
 
We try as much as possible at Key Stage 1... that it’s not a bit deal. We 
don’t tell the children they’re actually doing the tests. I’m really proud of 
the fact that at the end of some of the tests some of the children have 
actually said: “When are we gonna do those tests?” Because they’re not 
aware that they’ve done them. We try and keep as much the normal 
routine as we can and just say do your best, have a go, that’s all we want 
from you. 
 
Unfortunately at Key Stage 2 the situation isn't like that as Andrea regrets: 
But at Key Stage 2 the stress is on. If you turn the radio on ...you get 
parents phoning in saying “what can I do to help my children, should I 
get a tutor?” And it’s the parents putting the pressure on. The teachers 
say “Don’t pressure your child, they’re doing their best and that’s all we 
want from them.” The parents are buying them tuition and extra books 
and so the kids get hyped but it’s just... What you can do about it I don’t 
know... 
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As a summary it can be stated that teachers think that the SAT's are not appropriate way 
of assessing the child as they could only provide a partial picture of child's abilities. 
Additionally teachers felt that they learned nothing new from the SATs and that the 
SATs could provide false impression of a child's abilities, which may cause trouble if 
the child moved from a school to another.  
 
Teachers were also aware of the fact that the SATs put a lot of pressures on children and 
caused stress. Teachers were naturally mostly responsible for it, since it was teachers 
who put the children to the SATs but the parents appeared to have a strong influence as 
well, since they expected their children to succeed in the SAT's. Consequently teachers 
attempted to reduce children's' stress at Key Stage 1 by carrying the SATs out in such a 
way that they didn't realise that they were being assessed. Unfortunately, this didn't 
appear to work at Key Stage 2, since the children were too old to be fooled any more 
and were perfectly aware of the meaning of those tests. 
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9 DISCUSSION 
 
 
The purpose of this study was to understand what consequences the 1988 Education 
Reform Act (ERA) had had on child-centredness in teaching in the English primary 
schools. This issue was experienced important and to study, because there doesn't 
appear exist much information of the consequences that the ERA had had on the child-
centredness in teaching. In addition to this, the question of possible consequences had 
become important and topical also from the Finnish aspect, since our educational 
authorities appear to have adopted some English educational practices, such as 
emphasising mathematics and science in teaching, testing children nationally in some 
subjects, and most recently introducing the new Act concerning pre-school teaching.  
 
This research question of the consequences was divided into smaller research problems, 
because the research question was experienced to be so complicated and consisted of 
various elements. The division resulted to creating three research questions. First of 
them was, how did the teachers understand the concept of child-centredness, which was 
considered to be fundamental question in order to understand how it was experienced to 
have affected. The second question was that, did they consider themselves as child-
centred and the third one, which factors had affected to their pedagogy.  
 
The data for the study was collected by interviewing five English primary school 
teachers, who were supposed to be chosen randomly from the local schools. 
Unfortunately it turned out that the teachers and the headteachers were in that time very 
busy with the SATs. Therefore the researcher was forced to use the teachers that were 
found by researchers English friends and who were willing to be interviewed.This 
wasn't however experienced to reduce the reliability, as only two. a married couple, of 
those five teachers knew each other and because whey were so differed considerably 
from each others.  
 
The teachers were studied separately by using semi-structured interviews with open-
ended questions. This method was chosen, because it provided clear framework for the 
interview and possibility to clarify the answers, a possibility, which was experienced 
important since the researcher came from a different country. The interviews also 
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provided the possibility to ask further questions, specify the answers, and ask for 
grounds for their opinions. Another reason for choosing interview as a method was that 
they provided more freedom to the interviewee to affect to the direction of the 
interview. Afterwards the data was analysed by classifying, in order to understand the 
data better and later by dividing it based on themes.  
 
In order to understand the consequences that the ERA had had on the child-centredness 
in primary education, the concept of child-centredness and the context, the English 
education system, had to be studied profoundly. This work was based on English 
educational literature and various educational articles published in educational 
magazines.  
 
The Education Reform Act was found to have very complicated consequences on child-
centredness, which extended on to all aspects of child-centredness. During the literature 
review most of the main principles, which bore significance to child-centredness, were 
understood, thought some connections weren't understood until interviewing the 
teachers. These complicated consequences are best understood by studying the reasons 
for the radical reform, which were both basically political. The primary reason was to 
raise the standards in the basic 3R -skills (reading, writing and arithmetics), in order to 
produce employers capable to working in the industry. The other main reason was that 
the teachers were experienced to have too much power in the education policy.  
 
Resulting from this background, the 1988 Education Reform Act had two major impacts 
on education policy. The first one was that it shifted the power in education from 
teachers to central control, which was formed for this purpose only and lead by the 
Secretary of State in Education. This meant that teachers could no more influence on 
education policy in Britain. The other major change was that it made education 
accountable, which meant that schools' funding became dependent on the results 
achieved. This meant in practise that schools became funded per capita, which means 
that they got basically ₤2000 per a "new" pupil who enrolled into that particular school.  
 
In addition to this the Act imposed the National Curriculum, which obliged teachers to 
emphasise the core- subjects (3R's), which were mathematics, literature and science. It 
became crucial to ensure that the pupils learned the core-subjects efficiently as the 
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league tables, which formed the basis for the comparison between schools, were based 
on how well the attainments targets (ATs) were achieved in the national Standard 
Assesment Tasks (SATs).  
 
The results of the ERA's consequences on child-centredness, based on the teacher-
interviews, were found to apply in three main areas in teaching as the ERA had 
consequences on the content of teaching, methods of teaching and loss of individuality 
in teaching. Additionally the teachers expressed their views of the assessment.  
 
According to the results teachers had to emphasise the core-subject in their teaching in 
order to ensure the success in the SAT's and neglect the other important contents, which 
were perceived more child-centred, such as the other, foundation, subjects, which were 
history, geography, technology, music, art, physical education and religious education. 
The teachers reported that they had to emphasise the core-subjects so much that there 
was no room left for taking children's individual inclinations and interests into account. 
The importance of the core-subjects showed also in the time management, as the core-
subjects were taught during the mornings, when the children were fresh and when there 
didn't exist any behavioural problems whereas the other subjects were put to the 
afternoon hours, which were also shorter than the ones in the morning. This finding is 
accordance with the PACE- research, which emphasised that many of the affective and 
expressive subjects like art, PE (Physical Education), music and technology were ruled 
out as they are considered to demand too much time. (Campbell 1993: 21.)  
 
The cross-curricular activities and extra-curricular activities are, according to theory 
also affected by the National Curriculum as the teachers were "squeezed to dry" by the 
workload (Gewirtz 1997: 227). This finding was also supported by the results, which 
also provided more profound aspect on understanding the importance of those activities. 
Teachers said that there was a significant cut-down in the extra-curricular activities, 
which was regretted by many teachers, as these activities were considered to be 
important for child's development in many sense. 
 
Some teachers stated that these extra-curricular activities, like a football or a computer 
club, supported children's social development considerably. These activities were also 
found very important for children's, especially boys' self'-esteem as learned kinesteticly 
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and they were thus in danger of getting disaffected, because the SATs normally 
favoured girls, who were more talented in academic subjects. Therefore these activities 
provided a possibility to be good as something. This finding was also linked to another 
reason why the extra-curricular activities were experienced to be so important, which 
was that they prevented behavioural problems and helped in dealing with them, as the 
children seemed to respect a teacher who made an effort for them. Additionally, these 
extra-curricular activities were seen to have one more significant meaning, since they 
enriched children's education and might turn later in life really useful.  
 
Basing to the theory, the teachers were forced to use the most effective teaching 
methods in order to cover the attainment targets, which lead to using the child-centred 
methods less than earlier since they were claimed to emphasise the affective aims at the 
expense of the cognitive ones (Bennett 1976; Bassey 1978; Galton et al 1980; 
Alexander 1984). This finding was also supported by the results of the study. The most 
extreme example of the amount of instruction was provided in literature and in 
numeracy (mathematics) as the teachers were given restrictive instructions of the 
different parts of the lesson. Additionally the teachers told that they were required to 
carry out a plenary, to review what was learnt, at the end of every lesson in every 
subject. Fortunately, the teaching seemed much more allowing at the reception, because 
the children were so young and had to be taught in a more child-centred and practical 
way. This child-centred approach didn't apply in general as teachers usually reported 
that they had to cut down all drama and play as a method of learning.  
 
The loss of individuality in teaching was also recognised by both the theory (Pollard 
1993: 37) and the teachers interviewed. As a result of increased workload, there was 
less time to do "real teaching" e.g. planning and preparing lessons. This tendency was 
also noted by the interviewed teachers, who felt that it was very difficult to take children 
individually into account in their teaching for various reasons, one of these being 
increased workload. This meant that due to the National Curriculum, they were obliged 
to report of all their actions, which meant that there were less contact time for each 
pupil. 
 
Relating to the loss of individuality, teachers emphasised streaming more the literature. 
They expressed that there were usually too many pupils in the classroom to be taught 
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individually and effectively. Therefore teachers were forced to use streaming, which 
meant that the class was divided to ability groups, which were taught separately. This 
method had it's obvious drawbacks, thought one of the teachers was of the opinion that 
streaming was actually child-centred way of teaching as teaching was tailored to 
children's needs. 
 
 The problem in streaming and in "teaching for the SATs" in general was that the 
children were struggling basically for the same reason. The less able children didn't get 
enough support because the teacher had to concentrate on the middle group who had to 
be taught so that they would attain certain level at the SAT's. The more able children, in 
turn, were also struggling for the same reason, since the teacher didn't need to teach 
them as they would achieve the required level at the SATs in any case. Therefore the 
teacher was usually forced to hand out some easy work, which could do, but which 
wouldn't stretch them, in other words, challenge their abilities which gave the teacher 
more time to work with the middle group. Fortunately, for the aspect of the more able, 
the OFSTED (Office for Standards In Education) had recently realised that the more 
able could easily attain the higher standards and should therefore be stretched.    
 
Teachers comments concerning the assessment was found to be in accordance with the 
findings received from the literature. Teachers interviewed in the PACE-projects 
expressed their concern over the children, especially at the Key Stage 1, who were 
experienced to feel anxiety because of the SAT's (Osborn et al 1997).  This finding 
came up also in the results of this study as teachers considered that the current 
assessment, which was based on the SATs, wasn't appropriate for many reasons. The 
tests provided only a "black and white" portrait of a pupil, which concerned only the 
success in the SATs and said nothing about all the other areas.  
 
Another problem was related to diagnostic purposes, as the teachers said that they didn't 
trust to the SAT-results, if they didn't know the pupil, because good result might just be 
an "accident". Additionally, the teachers pointed out that some children just did poorly 
in exams thought they were perfectly capable to it. Differing from the literature, the 
teachers suggested only few ways of attempting to reduce the pressures that the children 
had over the SAT's. Some said that they tried to hide the actual meaning of the 
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exercises, which was experienced to work at the Key Stage 1, but to fail with the older 
children at the Key Stage 2.  
 
Significantly, the teachers resented the idea of using the SATs for evaluative purposes. 
There were many reasons for this important finding, which were basically the same as 
already mentioned. The most important reason was however that the SATs didn't take 
pupils' backgrounds into account as the people coming from "better" areas did better in 
the exams as they often had supportive parents.  
 
Resulting from all the shown, it can be stated that this study appears to be fairly reliable, 
as the result seem to be in accordance with the empirical findings based on educational 
literature. It probably hasn't provided any entirely new information, which would be 
revolutional, but it has gone behind the theory and explained how individual teachers 
experience the ERA and it's consequences on educational practice and child-
centredness. It's weakness, in turn, is probably the fact that it can't provide accurate 
prediction concerning the possible consequences of adopting English educational 
practises to Finland. All that it can offer is the "worst" scenario of losing child-
centredness in teaching.  
 
There are however, some observations that deserve to be addressed, before adopting 
more radical educational practises from England. It is crucial to understand that despite 
the fact that the reform appears to have been successful in England, the current Finnish 
"information" society differs radically from the socio-political situation that prevailed in 
England in the late 1970s when the 1988 Education Reform Act was originated.  
 
Therefore it is hardly probable that the same radical measures would apply in the 
modern Finland. Another thing is that there are many problems related to the current 
education system in England, which is still largely based on the 1988 reform. Some of 
them have already become visible, such as teachers workload, resulting to many child-
centred teachers leaving profession, and pupils getting more stressed than ever. 
Additionally it appears that in spite of high standards in some subjects, the schools don’t 
equip the children with all the other skills needed in life.  
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Therefore, it would be extremely interesting to make a follow-up study so as to find out 
how the English schools system will develop further. It would be especially interesting 
to see what happens to teachers' motivation as they already feel that there is no use to 
struggle for implementing any new instruction concerning education as they will be at 
the latest changed when the government changes. It would also be interesting to 
compare the quality of English education to other countries such as Finland for 
example.  
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11 APPENDIXES  
 
 
Appendix I : Abbreviations  
 
 
AEN Additional Educational Needs 
APU Assessment of Performance Unit 
AT Attainment Targets  
Bed Bachelor of Education  
BTEC Business and Technical Education Council 
CATE Council for the Accreditation of Teacher Education 
CILNTEC Central and Inner London North Training and Enterprise Council 
CNAA Council for National Academic Awards 
CPVE Certificate of Prevocational Education   
CTC City Technology College 
DES Department of Education and Science  
DFE Department of Education 
ERA Education Reform Act 1988 
ESRC Economic and Social research Council 
FEU Further Education Unit 
FSM Free School Meals 
GM Grant-Maintained 
GNVQ General National Vocational Qualifications 
HMI Her Majesty’s Inspectorate 
INSET In-service Teacher Education 
IPPR Institute for Public Policy Research 
IT Information Technology 
ITT Initial Teacher Training 
LEA Local Educational Authorities  
LMS Local Management of Schools 
NCC National Curriculum Council 
NVQ National Vocational Qualifications 
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OFSTED Office of Standards in Education 
PGCE Post-Graduate Certificate of Education  
QTS Qualified Teacher Status 
RE Religious Education 
SAT Standard Assessment Task 
SCAA School Curriculum and Assessment Authority 
SCI Senior Chief Inspector 
SEAC School Examination and Assessment Council 
SEN Special Education Needs 
TEC Training and Enterprise Council  
TGAT Task Group on Assessment and Testing  
TVEI Technical and Vocational Education Initiative 
UCP (Hamlyn Post-16) Unified Curriculum Project 
ULIE University of London Institute of Education  
 
(Tomlinson S. (1994: vii) Educational Reform and Its Consequences, London: 
IPPR/Rivers Oram Press)   
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Appendix II:  Questions for the interview 
 
 
 
Child-centredness:  
 
1. What do you understand by the concept of child-centredness? How would you define  it? 
2. Would you describe current educational policy and practise child-centred? 
3. Have you used these methods in your teaching? Why? (Attitude?) 
 
 
Changes in the educational system: 
 
4. How has the educational policy changed during your career? (beginning..now) 
 
5. What effect has the implementation of the National Curriculum and it's assessment strategy 
had on school practices? 
a) re-organisation of the budget (enrolment policy, per capita) 
b) teaching strategies (time-management, focus on less or more able?) 
c) teaching methods (whole class teaching, different teaching styles) 
d) learning (atmosphere, conditions, styles, quality) 
e) teachers' roles (teacher, secretary, manager..) 
f) relationships (child-teacher, teacher-parent) 
 
Teachers' reactions: 
 
6.a) How do you /teachers feel of this development? (Imposed? No motivation?)   
   b) Has it relationships between colleagues? 
 - rivalry of money, tense between young and trained vs. experienced? 
 - co-operation, helping? 
   c) Do the teachers have "tools"  to handle the requirements of the National Curriculum? 
      (enough support, information, training (INSET?)  ) 
 
 
Contents of the National Curriculum? 
 
7. a) What do you think of the contents of the Nat. Curriculum? Important? Irrelevant ? 
    b) What about the balance between subjects (core vs other subjects) Emphasis ok? 
         - causing lack of some important skills and abilities needed in life?  
            (Social skills? Behaviour ? Lead to violence?  )   
    c) Have some important aspects of child's development been left out? (social aspects?)  
    d) What about individual differences ? Taking a child indvidually into account whilst also     
         following the Nat.Cc? (Needs and interests of each individual child?) 
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8. a) What do you think of the national assessment related to the  Nat Curriculum? 
    b) Does methods of assessment provide appropriate and reliable information about each  
        child's personal progress and development?  
    c) Does the national assessment strategy provide relianble and sufficient details for the  
        teacher to support pupil's further learning and personal development?    
    d) Is this assessment system fair to ..?  
  - pupil assessment (indiv. learning styles, socio-economical factors,  
                                                                 background) 
  - teacher appraisal ( different abilities due to socio-economical factors?) 
  - schools (funding per capita)  
    e) What does the national assessment system mean to parents?  
(Reliable information of schools and teachers?)  
 
 
9.a)  Do you think that the National Curriculum will keep on chnaging and if so, to which  
        direction and how is it going to change?  
   b) Considering the future, what consequences do you think the current educational policy  
        has for education? (people's choices to become teachers, quality of education?)    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Information of the teacher: (on separate paper)  
 
1. When did you graduate? Year?  
 
2. When you were studying to become a teacher, did you get any special training related to 
the National curriculum? 
 
3. Could you please describe your career as a teacher? (where, when, which year group, 
subject leader?)    
 
 
 
  
